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1.INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY

1.1 Objectives, Scope and Summary

The immediate objective of the work is to defie characteristics of ship design loads

suitable for use in reliability analysis, and to recommend load models and load combination

procedures for use in Phase 3 of the Ship Structure Committee (SSC) Probability-Based

Ship Design thrust ar~ titled “Implementations of Design tildelines for Ships”.

To achieve these objectives, “standard” loads necessmy for a probability-based design

procedure are identfied. The hull girder (i.e., global) loads include still water loads and

low and high frequency wave loads. The low frequency wave loads consist of vertical,

horizontal and torsional wave loads while the high frequency loads are due to slamming

and springing. Procedures of extrapolation of these loads to their extreme lifetime values

are reviewed and models for their combinations developed.

In addition to the hull girder loads, local loads can be important particularly in the

design of local structures. These local loads consist of external and internal loads. The

external loads are due to still water loads (static head), low-frequency wave loads

(dynamic pressure due to waves) and high frequen~ local slamming loads. The internal

loads can result from inertia forces of cargo associated with

accelerations and also from sloshing of liquid cargo.

Extreme local loads (external and internal) and their combinations

ship motions and

are evaluated in the

project work. In additio~ combinations of local and hull girder loads are also

investigated. These combinations will depend to a large extent on the location along the

ship. Two locations are particularly important as noted in the project work. These are the

forward part of the ship where large shear forces exist particularly when slamming occurs,

and near midship section where large bending moments are likely to occur together with

local loads.
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In addition to the extreme loads described earlier (global and local), fatigue loads are

important in the design of details. These loads need a separate treatment since they

require estimation of stress ranges and number of cycles during the ship life. Many factors

influence fatigue life of details. Load models and load combination procedures for fatigue

in both design and analysis contexts are provided in this work.

Modeling errors in connection with extreme loads and load combinations and in

fhtigue loads are part of the final load models. These errors result from deficiencies and

assumptions made in awdytical models of estimating the loads or from lack of sufficient

data when the loads are estimated empirically. They may accumulate in one dmection to

form a “bias” and/or can be random (uncertain) as quantified by a coefficient of variation.

Finally, a synthesis of load models and load combination procedures for ship design is

considered. In addition to the loads and other considerations rnentiormd earlier, the

question of ship routing, storm avoidance, and operator discretion become relevant. In

particular, the discussion addresses questions such as: To what extent ~ti any at all)

should design load criteria reflect current day practice of ship routing, storm avoidance and

operator dkcretion? Recommendations are also made as to ship design load models, load

data and load combination procedures to be used in Phase 3 of the SSC thrust area of

probability-based ship desigq and for future research.

1.2 Analysis of the Problem and Method of Approach

Probability-based ship design requires determination of extreme wave loads acting on the

ship and their critical combinations. Generally, these loads are dynamic and random in

nature, therefore their combinations require the dficult but important analyses for

determining the degree of correlation between the individual components. These analyses

may be carried out either in a frequency domain or time domain. In many cases, non-

linearities become important, particularly when these individual components are calculated

1-2



in high sea states in order to determine their extreme values. These non-linmrities must in

principle be considered in the determination of some of the critical load combinations and

may require time rather than frequency domain analyses.

Another aspect that may also need to be considered is the flexibility of the hull.

Normally, a hull girder is considered to be rigid for calculating the low frequency wave

loads (vertical, horizontal and torsional). This assumption cannot be made when the high

frequency response due to slamming or springing is considered. These vibrato~

responses require modeling of the hull flexibility even if the slamrning loads themselves are

approximated using rigid body analysis.

One aspect that increases the degree of correlation between the different

components is the fact that all of them (low and high frequency components)

wave load

depend on

wave condition or sea state. The problem may thus be considered as an input-output

system in which the input (waves) is common to all components and the sum of the

individual outputs represents the sought load effect combhations. Correlation between

the individual components may be determined on that basis. The fact that the slamming

load component depends also on the ship motion complicates the overall treatment of load

combinations.

Local loads are also correlated to hull girder or global loads since both again depend

on the wave surface elevation. Similar input-output model with common input may be

used to detemnine the degree of correlation of these loads.

around the hull periphery becomes a relevant factor.

A part of the work of this project is to synthesize

problem together with the more practical aspects such as

The location along the hull and

these different aspects of the

ship routing, storm avoidance,

etc., with the objective of determining final load models and load combhation procedures

suitable for use in probabil@-based ship design. The suitabWy of a two-level approach is

considered during the performance of the work. One level is for the preliminary stages of

design where simplified load models and load combinations are valuable to have. The
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second level is for the later stages of design where more accurate analysis is necessary and

may require the use of specialized computer programs. Both levels can be made suitable

for probability-based ship design if cast in appropriate formats.

A selected reference list of the relevant work on each subject is given at the end of

each chapter. Of particular interest is the work by Ochi on slamming and extreme value

statistics, Buckley and Stavovy on load criteri~ Kaplan on ship hull failure uncertainties,

Nikolaidis and Kaplan on uncertainties in stress analyses on marine structures, Liu, Chen

and Lee on statistical wave load predictio~ Winching on probability-based fatigue desi~

Thayamballi on fatigue load assessments, Munse on fatigue criteriq Wen on civil

engineering load combinations, Mansour on extreme wave load models; slamming load

models; on combining extreme environmental loads for reliability-based desigy and on

probabilistic analysis of combined slamming and wave induced responses.

1.3 Review of Load Combination Methods

It is the rule rather than the exception that at any location in the vessel structure, the net

effect of more than one load needs to be obtained at the same instant in time. In a

probabilistic sense, the basic aim is to determine the probabdity density function of the

combined load effect, and hence the determination of the extreme value of the combined

process. The determination of the entire distributio~ while difficult, is important to the

solution of the probleq and to the validation of simpler approaches.

The essential feature that complicates the problem is the fact that individual process

extreme do not occur at the same instant in time, i.e., correlations and phasing of loads is

important. The following, the% are basic to the treatment of load combinations in ships:

● For checking structural adequacy for combined extreme load effect, using a method

that is a function of the indkidual extreme loads, while accounting for their phasing.
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● For checking fatigue performance, one needs to use additional information regarding

the shape of the entire density function of the combined load effect (excluding

static), and information on the number of cyclic load fluctuations.

In the simplest possible estimation of the extreme load effect one assumes that the

combined extreme load effect is the sum of the extreme values from individual processes

that contribute additive effects. This so-called “peak coincidence method” leads to an

oversized structure, since it is not typical that extreme values from individual processes

occur at the same instant in time. There are also other simplified approaches possible, two

worth mentioning being Turkstra’s rule (1.1), and the square root of the sum of squares

(SRSS) method (1.2), both of which work best when the processes whose effects are

combined are independent.

The load coincidence technique due to Wen (1.3), and Wen and Pierce (1.4) is a rather

general one in that it accounts for load correlations. The method requires the use of an

average coincidence rate. Central concepts of the Wen method are summarized in

Appendix A of this report.

Another class of methods are those which calculate the outcrossing rate of a vector

load process from a safe domain defied by load and strength variables, the outcrossing

rate being related to the probabilky distribution fbnction of the combined effect. Until

recently, the most general use of the method was based on outcrossing rate bounds, e.g.,

Larrabee and Cornell (1.5), who develop an upper bound based on a “point crossing”

formula, the bound being exact for certain types of random processes. A lower bound is

also obtainable, and the method can be extended for nonliiear combinations and to non

stationary load processes. For more than two load processes, see I)itlevsen and Madsen

(1.6).
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A goal programming approach to evaluating upper and lower bound failure

probabilities for structures without deteriorating strength based on the outcrossing rate

technique, has been recently suggested, Shi (1 .7).

Recently, Hagen and Tvedt (1.8) have proposed a method to calculate the mean out-

crossing rate that is applicable to both stationary and non stationary stochastic vector

processes, provided the random variables representing the process and its time derivative

process can be mapped into a set of independent standard normal variates. This

requirement is the same as that used in fist and second order reliability calculations, and

the method is thus quite general. The method is based on Madsen’s formula which

expresses the mean uncrossing rate of a scalar process through a given level in terms of a

parallel system sensitivity measure. This method has been used for outcrossing rate

calculations with limit states involving nonlinear combinations of forces,

Mises yield criterio~ or when the threshold level is varying, e.g., due to

Friis Hansen (1.9).

1.4 A Su~ey of Load Combinations for Ships

A literature survey indicates the following to be some of the problems

context of ships:

(a) Combination of hull girder vertical and horizontal bending effects

(b) Combination of vertical, horizontal and torsional moment effects

(c) Combination of vertical bending and local pressure effects

e.g.,in a von

corrosiou see

studied in the

(d) Combination of vertical and horizontal moment and local pressure effects “

(e) Combination of vertical bending and springing moments ‘

(f) Combination of vertical bending and slamming moments

(g) Combination of vertical and horizontal bending moments and similar whipping

moments

(h) Combmation of still water and wave-iiduced bending moments in the long term
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Items (a), (c) and (e) were studied by Stiansen and Mansour (1, 10). The treatment is one

of load or load effect combination in the short te~ i.e., within a seastate and does not

include the still water moment. The long term and still water effects were included in a

paper by Mansour (1.11). The methodology for short term combination assumes a

Gaussian seastate process and a linear, time invariant vessel system characterized by the

appropriate system transfer functions for bending moments, pressures, etc. In effect,

given the sea spectrum system transfer fimctions and load to load effect relationships, the

variance of the combined load effect, e.g., stress is obtained using probabilistic techniques.

The method is described in detail by Mansour (1. 11), and was extended to any number of

loads including combination of vertical, horizontal and torsional moments (item b). The

combination of the effects of vertical and horizontal moment and

considered in a recent report for ABS by IWmsour et al. (1.12).

Ferro and Mansour (1.13) developed a method for combining

local pressure was

hull girder bending

moment and slamming loads, using both the square root of sum of squares method and

Turkstra’s rule, for a ship moving in irregular seas (item ~, The slam loads are considered

as a train of impulses of random intensity and random arrival times, with the dependence

between intensity and arrival times considered in the stochastic modeling, per Mansour

and Lozow (1.14). The low frequency wave-induced vertical bending moment process is

assumed Gaussian.

The same problem of combining vertical bending moment and slamming was also

studied by Mkolaidis and Kaplan (1.15). Their study used computer simulations of

slamming and wave bending moments and their combinations for given time histories of

wave surface elevation. For each time history, the maxima of the individual and combined

bending moments were found. The combined maxima were also estimated on the basis of

Turkstra’s rule, the square root of the sum of squares method, and from the simplified

peak coincidence assumption. Biases and their Coefficients of Variation (COV) were as

follows:
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Method Bias CW

Turkstra 1,17 0.11
SRSS 1.01 0.12
Peak – coincihnce 0.72 0.11

In the above, bias is defied as the ratio of the actual value to the predicted value. The

COV of the bias is the ratio of its standard deviation to mean. For other statistical

terminology of interest, the reader is referred to (1.21). The results indicate Turkstra’s

rule to be optimistic, as might be expected, and the assumption of peak coincidence to be

pessimistic, again as expected. The SRSS method appears to work the best, although the

authors expressed some reservations in this regard.

The combination of long term extreme values of a still water and wave-induced

bending moment was studied by Guedes Soares (1.16). The still water bending moment

was assumed normally distributed, but with a “truncation factor” that accounts for the

possibility of exceeding an allowable (rule) value. The long term wave-induced bending

moment is considered exponentially distributed by Soares. The exponential distribution

has also been shown to fit long term stress measurements in the case of the SL-7

containership by Mansour et al. (1.22). On the other hand, the NAVSEA-DTMB

experience in long term wave induced loads indicates them to be best characterized by the

Rayleigh distribution (1.23).

The combined moment is written by Soares in the formats:

M== AM=+Mw)

MC=M&+@4w

where M=and Mware characteristic (rule) values. The

(1.1)

load combination factors @and ~

are obtained two ways, the fist using Ferry Borges-Castenhata (1.17) pulse processes to

represent the time variation in the still water and wave-induced bending moments, and the

second using a pulse process for the still water moment alone, together with the point
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crossing formula of Larrabee and Cornell (1.5). The mo methods give comparable

results, sample $ and ~ values being 0.97 and 0.94 for laden tankers.

The combination of vertical and horizontal bending moments and whipping moments

has been studied in the context of naval vessels by Engle (1. 18). In the investigatio~ the

phase relationship between bending and whipping effects was studied based on

measurements, and this information was used to develop a load combination methodology.

Other experimental data relevant to ship loads and load combinations that we may

mentio~ particularly for finer form vessels such as naval ships, are those related to the

SL-7 containership, widely documented in Ship Structure Committee (SSC) reports, and

Canadian Navy data for the Quest and Algonquin (1. 19), (1.20).
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2.LOADS FOR PROBABILITY-BASEDDESIGN

This chapter enumerates the various loads that need to be considered in the probability-

based design of oceangoing vessels. It also identifies certain relevant characteristics of

such loads, e.g., their temporal and spatial reliability and correlations. This chapter is

organized as follows:

Section 2.1

Section 2.2

Section 2.3

Identii3cation of Relevant Loads

Load Characteristics of Interest

Predictive Use of Correlation Coefficients

The intent of this chapter is to provide the reader an enumeration of the loads, their

relevant characteristics, and to serve as a “lead-in” to the other chapters of this report.

It should be recognized that safety check equations in probability based design

typically do not involve the loads directly, but rather the load effects. The calculation of

effects (e.g., stresses) requires a structural analysis procedure, either quasistatic or

dynamic. Procedures to accomplish this step of converting loads to load effects range

born the sophisticated (finite element analysis) to much simpler ones (e.g., beam theory).

2.1 Identification of Relevant Loads

2.1.1 Hull Girder (Global Loads)

The loads on the hull girder consist of shear forces and bending moments arising from the

following sources:

(a) Still water loading condition

(b) Low frequency, steady state, motion related wave excitation (vertical, horizontal

and torsional)

(c) High frequency steady state wave excitation (also called springing)
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(d) High frequency transient wave impact, resulting in slamming

The above loads are illustrated in Figures 2.1 to 2.4.

The calculation of (vertical) shear forces and bending moments for any still water

condition is relatively straight forward, and involves little error insofar as the calculation

accuracy is concerned. Low frequency, steady state wave induced loads (shear forces,

bending moment and torsional moment) involve somewhat greater uncertainty. The

calculation procedure used typically is linear strip theory based ship motion analysis, e.g.,

Refs. 2.1,2.2. The shear forces and bending moments maybe either vertical or horizontal.

Procedures for the calculation of high frequency steady state springing (vertical) bending

moments and shear forces are also relatively well developed, e.g., ABS (2.3). Calculation

procedures for slam impact related vertical and horizontal bending moments and shear

forces are considered elsewhere in the report.

2.1.2 Local Pressure Loads

The local loads to be considered in probability based ship design are the following:

(a)

0)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Still water loads (external static load)

Low frequency wave loads (external hydrodynamic pressure due to waves)

High frequency slamming loads (external pressures)

Cargo inertia loads (internal, due to vessel accelerations)

Liquid sloshing loads (itemal, due to liquid impact in a slack tank)

The still water loads are static. The low frequency wave loads are steady state dynamic;

so are the cargo inertial loads. Both are typically treated in a quasi-static manner for

purposes of obtaining the load effects. The high frequency slamming loads and the liquid

sloshing loads are transient and dynamic. Their effect on the structure must typically

involve dynamic structural analysis.
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All the local loads noted above are

pressures. The calculation of these local

involves considerably greater uncertainty

treated for purposes of structural design as

pressure loads, except in the still water case,

than the hull girder global loads, and often

requires speciahst help. Some procedures for the calculation of local loads are referenced

in Chapter 3. An often noted reason for the lesser uncertainty in global loads is that the

“integration” process involved in obtaining the global loads from the local ones leads to

the averaging of some of the errors involved.

2.1.3 Fatigue Loads

Whh ship structures becoming increasingly efficient, fatigue is fast emerging as a failure

mode that needs explicit consideration in design. This is because structural efficiency and

cost considerations result in a lighter structure, obtained for example by using higher

strength steels, and with higher operating stresses. The reliability based design procedures

of Phase 3 of the thrust of the Ship Structure Committee should address fatigue in explicit

terms.

Fatigue loads in the long term arise primarily from the following sources:

(a) Loads due to overall (primary) hull girder bending

(b) Loads due to water pressure oscillation (local).

Secondary sources of fatigue damage in ships include slam effects, springing, thermal

loads, and loads due to propeller and machinery vibration. Of these, in so far as the hull

girder is concerned, slam effects are perhaps the most important to consider as a

seconday source. In general, loads from the primmy sources listed above often suffice in

design as they contribute the most to fatigue damage in the long term.

The calculation of fatigue damage necessitates the establishment of the stress range

versus number of associated cycles histogram for the structural detail of interest.

Typically, whatever errors there are in the procedures to establish loads and load effects
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get carried over into the fatigue analysis. Additional uncertainty also arises from the

establishment of the number of cycles associated with a given stress range, due to

inaccuracies in Miner’s rule (2.13), which is used to accumulate damage from the stress

fluctuations of various magnitudes and due to mean stress effects. In comparative terms,

however, the stress range is the most important contributor to the fatigue damage, and any

errors in it affect the damage estimates the most, This is because fatigue damage is a

fi.mction of stress range raised to a power of three or greater.

In the primary hull envelope, the fatigue damage at the deck and bottom is mostly a

function of the hull girder loads, at least in the midship region of the vessel. On the side

shell, however, local pressure fluctuations are quite important. While there are no studies

relating to local pressure related fatigue effects in the fore and aft regions of the vessel, it

is likely that local pressures are a significant factor in the fore body regio~ in addition to

slam effects. In the aft body, it is likely that loads due to propeller and machinery

vibration are important.

2.1.4 Special Loads

These loads include ice loads, thermal loads, and also vibrato~ loads due to the propeller

and machinery. Less emphasis has been placed on such special loads in this study in

comparison to the other load types enumerated previously, although the procedures

developed herein can be applied to special loads also, with appropriate modification of

details. Nevertheless, for certain types of vessels (e.g., ice breakers), for certain parts of

some vessel types (e.g., the containment structure in LNG vessels), or for reasons other

than structural integrity and strength (e.g., crew comfort), it may become necessary to

explicitly consider special loads and their related effects.
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2.2 Load Characteristics of Interest

Important load characteristics that we may mention are:

(i) temporal or time variations

(i) spatial variations

(iii) load correlations.

Time Vm”ations: When dynamic analysis needs to be performed, and the loads are

transient (e.g., for sloshing or for slamming) the load- versus time characteristics are

important. Sometimes these characteristics may be directly available from a detailed

analysis. In other cases, they may need to be estimated for the design case based on prior

information. In the case of slamming, an illustration of the impact force versus time for a

Mariner hull in the forward quarter body is shown in Figure 2.5, obtained from Ref. 2.7.

The pulse durations, it will be noted, are in the order of 1/10 second. Because of the short

duration of such loads, and because of their rapid variation in time and space, current

methods in use are better suited for the integrated results than for very local analysis.

Spatial Van”ations: TypicalIy, the variation of static, low frequency quasistatic or high

frequency steady state dynamic loads will be obtained from the relevant load analysis. For

example, conventional ship motion calculations will provide the required spatial load

variation information for low frequency wave induced bending moments, shear forces,

hydrodynamic pressures, or accelerations and related tank loads. As an illustratio~ trends

for the wave induced low frequency vertical bending moment and shear force are shown in

Figure 2.6. Those for low frequency wave induced accelerations and hydrodynamic

pressures are shown in Figure 2.7. The information in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 are obtained

from the rules of a classification society, Ref. 2.8, and are envelopes, i.e., the distributions

shown are not “point-in-time” values. In the case of external hydrodynamic pressure, the

variation around the hull periphery, not show is also relevant. The hydrodynamic
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pressure around the hull periphe~ is maximum in way of the waterline, utilke the still

water pressure load.

Load Correhriions: The correlation between dtierent load components is an important

piece of information for purposes of obtaining load effects with load combinations present.

In the case of low frequenq wave induced loads, the required correlation coefficients

between the vertical bending moment, horizontal bending moment, accelerations and

external pressures can be obtained from spectral theory, considering the load processes to

be stationary, and zero mean Gaussian; see Mansour, Ref. 2.9. In the case of transient

loads such as S1amming, the required information on phasing of the slam transient with

respect to the wave induced steady state bending moment is required, and needs to be

obtained either as part of a sophisticated simulation replicating the onset of slamming

(which can be difkult to do) or from prior experience or data. Some relevant information

in this regard is given in section 3.1.4 of this report.

In the case of the low frequency wave induced load components, the cross-spectral

density for two load components, denoted ‘i’and ‘j’is given by

&j(@)= s(a)) q.(a) H@)

where S((I-1)is the spectral density function

function for one of the load components,

of the wave excitatio~ Hi(co) is the transfer

and H;(o) is the complex conjugate of the -

transfer function for the other load component. The covariance of the load components

can be calculated using the cross spectral density cume. The resulting correlation

coefficient, which is a measure of (linear) correlation between the two load components, is

showr+ for long crested seas, to be (2.9):
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and for short crested seas with wave spreading angle w and headhg angle a

It will be recalled from elementmy statistics that the correlation coefficient is simply the

covariance divided by the product of the individual standard deviations ~i and ~j. The

“l?.” denotes “real part” of the complex quantity within parentheses.

Information on correlation coefficients for wave induced load components for ships

was obtained as part of this study, and is used in Chapter 3, but more extensive studies

remain to be undertaken. The following are some illustrative values for the correlation

coefficients for merchantships in head seas:

Ah 0.5

Pql 0.7

% 0.2

where the subscripts ‘v’ and ‘h’ denote the low ftequency vertical and horizontal wave

induced bending moment, and ‘p’, the low frequency wave induced hydrodynamic

pressure. The subscript ‘s’denotes high frequency steady state springing vertical bending

moment. Correlation coefficients for the low frequency vertical and horizontal bending

moments and torsional moment (denoted by subscripts ‘v’,‘h’and ‘t’), calculated for a 53o

ft. cruiser hull as part of this study are shown in Table 2.1. The calculations used load

transfer functions developed using the shipmotion computer program SCORES. The

calculated correlation coefficients are generally small.
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Table 2.1

Correlation Coefficients for a 530 ft. Cruiser Hull

I Sea State Speed
(knots)

6 15

6 10

7 10

Heading PVll l% Ph%
(degrees)

45 0.35 0.35 0

60 0.22 0.28 0

45 0.22 0.37 0

Note: (i) The O’sindicate very small values.
(i) ISSC wave spectrum was used.

A computer program has been developed and

probabilistic load factors for a given set of transfer

documented which computes the

functions and sea spectrum. The

program hasbeen tested on several cases ofactual ships for which transfer fimctionssre

known. Theprogm hmdsobeen tested tithcomelation coefficients ashputmd the

corresponding load factors were computed. These load factors have been developed for

use in design analysis and will be discussed in Chapter 3. The program is written in

FORTRAN and runs on IBM PC or equivalent. Documentation of the program is

attached as Appendix D.

As a further illustration of load correlations in ship structures, Figure 2.8 presents the

results from a Surnitomo study related to the correlation between cargo inertial forces and

external hydrodynamic pressure in the double bottom structure of a 708 ft. bulk carrier,

Ref. 2.10. The calculations indicated the following:

(a)

(b)

The correlation coefficient between the cargo inertial pressures Pc and the

external hydrodynamic pressure P~ ranged between -0.5 and -1.0, i.e., the two

opposed each other.

The cargo inertial pressures were si~cantly greater in magnitude when

compared to the external pressure.
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Systematic studies of load correlation in ocean going vessels, considering vessel type,

speed, headin~ location along vessel leng@ and wave

undertaken some time in the future.

2.3 Predictive Use of Correlation Coefficients

The calculation of the comelation coefficients p between

energy spreading need to be

any two wave induced steady

state zero mean Gaussian processes can be carried out using linear spectral theory as

outlined in Section 2.2. If p is large and positive (i.e., approaching +1), the values of the

two load components tend to be both large or both small at the same time, whereas if p is

large and negative (i.e., approaching -l), the value of one load component tends to be

large when the other one is small and vice versa. If p is small or zero, there is little or no

relationship between the two load components. Intermediate values of p (between O and

*1) depend on how strongly the two load components vary with one another. In general,

the correlation coefficient is a measure of linear dependence. In the case of Gaussian

random variables, p = Oalso implies independence.

For two random variables with zero mean bivariate Gaussian density finctio~ the

following is the predictive equation that provides the value of the variable ~ if the value

of the other variable Xl is known (2.11):

where p is the correlation coefficient between the two variables, and the ~i are the

individual standard deviations. The above equation is based on the mean of the

conditional probability density of ~ given Xl. If the random variables are instantaneous

values of zero mean Gaussian random processes, the above predictive (regression)
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equation still holds, and the standard deviations are obtainable

processes. Also, the variance of ~ given Xl is obt~ed from

Var(x,lx,) = @(l-d)

as the rms value of the

Note that as p tends to Al, the variance of the predicted value ~ tends to zero, i.e., the

prediction is more certain.

For zero mean Gaussian processes, the above two equations from elementa~ statistics

can be used to provide an estimate of the coexisting ~ value and its variability when Xl is

an extreme value, as suggested in (2. 11). This approach to obtaining co-existing values of

loads can in fact be applied to realizations from more than two correlated zero mean

Gaussian random processes, with E(J$ IEi) for any two loads i and j being given in the

same form as before. While suitable for use with a load combination procedure such as

Turkstra’s rule (1.1), the main shortcoming of the approach is that the combined load

effect resulting from it is a simple linear superposition of the individual coexisting load

effects, while the actual combined load effect may bear a more complicated relationship to

the individual load processes. In Chapter 3 of this report, a load combination procedure is

developed, that, while based on the exact combined load effect for linear combinations of

zero mean Gaussian random processes, is also eminently suitable for design.

The above discussion pertains to the probabilistic treatment of co-existing loads. A

semi-deterministic treatment, based on an equivalent wave approach, is used by ABS for

checking structural adequacy, see Liu et al. (2.12). The height, frequency and crest

position of an equivalent regular wave that provides a maximum load (e.g., vertical

bending moment or torsional moment) is found on the basis of a probabilistically

calculated load extreme value and the load transfer function. For that wave and crest

positio~ the longitudinal distribution of the hydrodynamic pressure, internal tank pressure,

acceleration induced inertial load, etc. are consistently obtained using the phase
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information implicit in their various transfer functions. The chosen regular wave and

related co-existing loads, pressures, etc. are quasi-statically applied to the structural model

to obtain the combined extreme stress.
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Figure 2.7. Longitudinal Envelope Variation of Wave Induced Accelerations and External

Pressure.

Figure 2.8. Correlation Coefficients for Wave Induced Cargo Inertial and External

Hydrodynamic Pressures for a 708 ft. Bulk Carrier Double Bottom Structure.
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3.EXTREME LOADS AND LOAD COMBINATIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to provide procedures for load combinations for extreme

loads. Methods for the determination of individual extreme loads are also indicated where

appropriate. Section 3.1 of this chapter treats hull girder loads and their combinations

(still water loads, low frequency and high frequency steady state wave induced loads, and

high frequency slamrning loads). Section 3.2 treats local loads (low frequency dynamic

wave pressure, high frequency slam pressures, and cargo inertial loads due to

accelerations). Extreme sloshing loads have been de-emphasized in this work. Section

3.3 considers combined hull girder and local loads, both in the forward body region and at

midships.

In all cases a simple design format pertaining to load combinations is sought. It was

possible to accomplish this in closed form and design charts in the various cases except

when slam loads are involved. In the case of slamming, the more involved load

combination procedure presented in section 3.1.4 will be necessary.

3.1 Hull Girder Loads

The hull girder loads considered are vertical, horizontal, and torsional moments, and

related shear forces. It is worth noting that while some of the procedures of this section

are nominally developed for bending moments, essentially the same procedures apply to

shear forces. The sources of the bending moments and shear forces considered are:

(a) Still water effects,

(b) Low frequency steady state wave excitation

(c) High frequency steady wave excitatio~

(d) Slamming.

3-1
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3.1.1 Identification of Critical Load Combinations

The primary hull girder extreme loads of interest in design are the vertical bending

moments and shear forces, and, in certain cases, torsional moments. The horizontal

bending moment and shear force resulting ftom low frequeney wave excitation can be

si~cant, but the related stresses are usually small in oceangoing merchantships. Hence

it is sufficient to consider the horizontal bending loads at the magnitudes that coexist with

the vertical bending or torsional loads for those types of ships. For naval ships, and some

merchant ships, more elaborate consideration of horizontal moments may be necessary

because of higher speed or finer hull form. Torsional loads can be of primary importance

in certain types of vessels of low torsional rigidity (e.g., wide hatch containerships). In

vessels with closed sections (e.g., tankers), torsion related stresses are small. Such

stresses are also small inmost merchantships that do not have wide hatches.

Hence, insofar as hull girder loads are concerned, the following are the typical extreme

loads and load combinations of interest:

(a) Extreme vertical bending loads, with coexisting values of horizontal bending and

torsional loads. Vertical bending moments are important in the midship region

while shear forces are important in the forward quarter body.

(b) Extreme torsional loads, with coexisting values of vertical and horizontal bending

loads. Unliie item (a) above, which applies to all ships, a primary load case

addressing torsion is important in selected vessel types, namely those of relatively

low torsional rigidity. Torsional effects are generally important in the forward

quarter body of such vessels.

For the primary vertical bending load cases referred to in item (a), all sources of hull girder

loads (i.e., still water, low and high frequency steady state wave excitation and slamming)

are important. In fact, in naval vessels, slamming can contribute not only significant
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vertical bending loads, but also horizontal bending loads. In the torsional case of item (b),

it is usually sufficient to consider low frequency wave excitation.

The load combination problem involving all sources of loads as a unified whole is

difficult to solve. In the rest of Section 3.1, the problem is thus decomposed into the

following design cases:

(i) Extreme combined vertical, horizontal and torsional wave loads due to low

frequency wave excitation.

(ii) Combined extreme low frequency wave induced and slarnming loads.

(iii) Combined low frequency wave induced and springing loads.

(iv) Addition of still water loads.

3.1.2 Extreme Combined Vertical, Horizontal, and Torsional Wave Loads

The following considers low fiequenq steady state wave induced loads and related

effects, considering the correlations between them. Two cases are considered, the first

with two correlated load effects, and the second with three correlated load effects.

Normally, since one can often make a judgement as to which two of the three loads are

significant in regard to stresses, the first case should suffice. The second case involving

three correlated load effects is, however, more general.

The work assumes that the seaway and the loads are Gaussian random processes. The

ship is treated as a set of multiple linear time invariant systems, each representing a

particular load. The stresses from each load are additive (with the correct phase) at any

location in the structure of the vessel. The set of liiear time invariant systems has a

common input, namely that of the seaway. The model used is shown schematically in

Figure 3.1, and the theory for obtaining the variance of the combined stress is given in

Mansour, Ref. 3.1. The work described here was previously developed in a more

elementary form for ABS, Ref. 3.2, and further extended in this project.
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It is worth noting that we consider low frequency wave induced loads and load effects

(stresses) alone. To obtain the total load effect (stress), the still water load effects must

also be added.

A. Two Correlated Load Effects

The following treats the combined stress at the vessel deck edge, arising from vertical and

horizontal bending moments, as the illustrative case. The approach can be used for any

two correlated loaddload effects with appropriate modification of detail. A probabihstic

load factor (PLF), denoted& is derived. One use of the probabilistic load factor, which

accounts for load correlatio~ is to obtain the combined extreme stress&in the form:

L ‘f’+v-h

where J. and yh are the individual extreme stresses cmrespondiig to the vertical and

horizontal bending moments.

From the theo~ given in Ref. 3.1, the variance of a combmed moment, defined as a

moment which when divided by the vertical section modulus, gives the combined stress at

deck edge, may be written as follows:

where

and

k (W)v = ratioOf the sectionmoduh

= (ski),

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)
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are the individual moment variances; a is the heading angle and p is the spreading angle of

the wave spectrum. The correlation coefficient between the vertical and horizontal

moment is

with * denoting the complex conjugate. Then the rms value of the combined stress is

‘m)”=(::),
The characteristic highest l/m4 combined stress at deck edge is

where Cmcis a multiplier depending on m. A more appropriate form of ~cIJ. for use in

design is:

fdhn= f’dhn+&fhllm

Then the probabilistic stress factor Kc is, by the above defititio~

~ _ fdlln -km
c—

Ah

(3.5)

(3.6)
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Note that

&,,m= Cw(rnls)m= cm ~
(SM)V

J&
= cm’(m)’== c“’ (;-i),

fh,,m = C’d(nns)k = cd ==
(sM)h

where C~C,Cm,and C~~are multipliers.

Asume C~, = C~~,which is true if the two moment processes are narrow banded, the

amplitudes being then Rayleigh dktributed. In general, C~c < C~WC~~since the C~c

process is wider banded. If the band width parameter ‘s’is less than 0.65 for the combined

stress process, then

cm s cm, = cd (3.7)

Using Equation (3.7) and the previous equations, KCfrom equation (3.6) above may be

written

(3.8)

Equations (3.5) and (3.8) apply to stresses, with equation (3.5) defining the combined

extreme stress at deck corner in terms of extreme stresses fi-om vertical and horizontal

bending. Kc is called the probabfistic load factor (PLF).

A similar set of relationships maybe proven for a combined moment defined by

A4cl,m= Mv,,m+KCk M~l,~ (3.9)

M.,,. = .fcIlm(w)

with
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where KGand k are as defined before. M_=,,~ relates a combined moment producing the

extreme stress at deck comer with the extreme vertical and horizontal bending moments.

Typical Probabilistic Load Factor Vhlues

The probabilistic load factor Kc, defined on the basis of equations (3.8) and (3.1) is

.
koh

(3.10)

where the symbol M has been dropped from the subscripts for convenience. KCmay also

be written

[l+k2r2+2pvhkr]%–1
K.=

kr

where r = qja.v, The following “extreme” cases result:

(a) IfpV~ = O, i.e., the vertical and horizontal bending

with k = 0.9, and r = 0.8, K== 0.32.

moments are uncorrelated, and

(b) IfPv~ = 1, i.e., the two moments are filly correlated, KC= 1 independent of k or r.

For the vessel Universe Ireland, a tanker, considered by Stiansen and Mansour in their

SNAME 1975 paper on “Ship Primary Strength Based on Statistical Data Analysis” (Ref.

3.3),

pv~= 0.453

k= O.88

r = 0.767
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This gives KC=0.65. The PLFdepends onthe correlation coefficient assumed. In the

paper cited above, itwasnoted that ISSCinthek 1973 session recommends pv~= 0.32,

for which KC= 0.55.

KCmaybe used in equation (3.9) to get the combined moment that, when divided by

the vertical section modulus, gives the combined deck corner stress or it may be used in

equation (3.5) to give the combhed deck corner stress directly.

The above developed procedures for the combined stress at the deck edge (up to

equation (3.8)) will hold for any location if equation (3.1) is cast in terms of stresses rather

than moments. In this case, k is equal to one. The probabilistic load factor Kc then

becomes

Trends of KC as a function of the correlation coefficient between a “primary” and a

“secondary” stress (or load, with k= 1), and the ratio of secondary to primary stress (load)

ratio “r” are plotted in Figure 3.2. It is seen that, for p 2 0.7, KC does not depend

appreciably on ‘r’.

Comparison w“th Turkstra’s Rule

Turkstra (1.1) proposed that structural safety can be checked using a set of design

loads, constructed with each load at its maximum value, with the other loads at their

accompanying “point in time” values. In the case of two loads, each a realization of a zero

mean Gaussian random process, it was noted in Section 2.3 that the accompanying load

value can be estimated from

3-8
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where P is the correlation coefficient, and Xl” is the value for which -X.zneeds to be

predicted. The q are process rms values.

For stress in a given duectio~ denote the load to stress transformations for the two

loads by al and az. The combined total stress is then

Consider that the stress extreme values for the two loads are given by

where XI* and Xz”are now load extreme values. Define

Upon substituting for r and using the equations for~l and & in that forfc, one can show

that the following expression results for the combined extreme stress:

where KC=p.

The corresponding Kc value obtained from the Mansour K factor approach is

(l+r2 +2pr)z – 1
KC=

r
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The probabilistic load factor KCfrom the Mansour equation is more accurate because it is

correctly based on the combined extreme stress. By comparison with Figure 3.2, which

shows how the Mansour Kc plots, it can be seen that a Turkstra’s rule based Kc taken

equal to p will always underestimate the combined extreme stress. The likely error

increases with increasing second~ to primary load (stress) ratio ‘r’, and increases with

decreasing p. In fact, for p tending to zero, the Turkstra’s rule based KCcompletely

excludes the secondary stress, while the more exact KCwill exclude the secondruy stress

only if that stress itself is zero, i.e., r = O.

B. Three Correlated Load Effects

Here we consider the maximum combined stress at a point, O-C,which arises from three

correlated loads, whose associated maximum stresses are al, 02 and 03. The sought

combined stress has the form:

(a)

where Kci are the load factors. (Note that o denotes an extreme stress, not its r.m.s.

value.) By solving the above set of equations simultaneously, the KCimay be determined,

and are as follows:
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Note that in this sectio~ the extreme stress is denoted ‘W’ instead of the previously used

II t

f.

Call the stress ratios

Since the combined stress aC can be determined horn any of the three equations given by

(a), we will consider the tist equation only. K.z and Kc~may then be written as follows,

with PVbeing correlation coefficients:

where the & are given from the following:

L ‘3

These are derived based on the following relationship for the combined extreme stress

and the individual extreme stresses:
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This particular equation readily follows from the results of Ref. 3.1 for the process

variances. Its use with extreme stresses involves the assumption that the maximum stress

in each instance is c * rms, and the c values for all components and the combined case is

the same. This assumption is valid as long as the band width parameters of each process

is less than 0.65, which is usually the case.

The three correlated load case discussed above is an important one. While the results

obtained, summarized in Figure 3.3, have been presented in the context of extreme values

related to hull girder low frequency bendhg moments, they are considerably more general,

and apply also to cases involving hull girder loads and local pressures as will be noted

later.

The probabilistic load factors K.q and Kcaobtained are stress based, which helps broad

applicability. The sensitivity of the load factors to the correlation coefficients and stress

ratios was investigated. A complete set of charts illustrating the probabilistic load factors

and their sensitivities may be found in Appendix E of this report. These Mansour K charts

represent a simple design treatment of load combination for steady state wave induced

load effects.

3.1.3 Combined Low Frequency Wave Induced and Springing Loads

Hull vibratory loads related to springing are steady state and wave induced. They diiTer

from low frequency wave induced loads in two respects:

(a) The hull flexibility is a factor in their calculation.

(b) They are typically of relatively higher frequency.

The second factor implies that the spectral density of response to springing is separated on

the frequency scale from the low frequency response.
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The probabilistic load factor procedures described in the previous section for two and

three correlated loads also apply in the case of springing loadshesponse since one can

usually assume them to be stationmy and Gaussisn.

J!2ramples of Typical Load Factom

As an example, consider the case of two correlated load effects, one arising from low

frequency wave induced vertical bending moment, and the other from high frequency

steady state springing (vertical) bending moment. For this case, the results of Figure 3.2

may be applied, with springing load effect considered “secondmy”, and vertical bending

load effect considered “primary”. The probabilistic load factorKc is given by:

~ =[l+r*+2pv#]~-1
c r

where r is the stress ratio ajar The subscript ‘s’represents

‘vertical bending’.

In the extreme cases, if the correlation coefficient pv~=

assumption in some cases,

‘springing’and ‘v’represents

O, which may be a realistic

~ (l+r2)%-1
=c r

For a conservative r value of 0.5, this expression produces a Kc of 0.236. In the

unrealistic case where P,$ = 1, the probabilistic load factor KCis unity regardless of the

stress ratio r. For a realistic case, one can use data on the Great Lakes Bulk Carrier

“Stewart J. Cort”, discussed in Ref. 3.3. In this case, with p,, = 0.2, and if r = 0.5, KC=

0.41, i.e., the combined extreme stress is approximately equal to the extreme wave

induced vertical bending stress plus 40°A of the extreme stress from springing.
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3.1.4 Combined Low Frequency Wave Induced and Slamming Loads

3.1.4.1 Purpose

The primary aim of this section is to obtain the distribution of the extreme value of the

combined wave induced and slamrning effects in a seastate. The extreme value

distribution is needed for reliability analysis. It is also useful for obtaining probabilistic

load factors for design use. This section is organized as follows:

(a) In Section 3.1.4.2, the wave induced stress extreme value distribution in a seastate

is obtained.

(b) In Section 3.1.4.3, the prediction of slam loads and related structural response is

considered.

(c) In Seetion 3.1.4.4, the distribution of the combined amplitude of wave induced and

slam effects is obtained.

(d) In Section 3.1.4.5, the extreme value distributions of the combined amplitudes of

item (c) are obtained.

The probability distribution of the combined amplitude of slamming and wave induced

effects is calculated using a deterministic load combination model which is then

“randomized”, i.e., distribution information for indNidual model variables is included, and

the combined amplitude distribution is obtained by a fust order reliability (FORM)

method.

Additionally, an approximation to the combined amplitude distribution is also

developed by fitting a three parameter Weibull density to the peaks of the combined

process. This procedure can be useful in performing reliability analyses based on service

stress measurements.

In this work various concepts developed by Wen (3.18,3.19) as part of the load

coincidence approach to the load combination problem are used. The load coincidence
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method and related concepts, which constitute perhaps the most flexible and practical

approach to load combination available today, are outlined in Appendix A.

3.1.4.2 Wave Induced Stress Extreme Value in a Seastate

The seastate duration is denoted t.. The extreme value calculation assumes that the vessel

spends all oft, in the particular speed and heading. A weighted extreme value distribution

that includes probabilities of the speed and heading pairs is calculated. We consider

narrow band processes and construct the best possible estimate of the distribution of the

extreme value of the low ftequency wave induced stress for the seastate.

For stationary zero mean Gaussian wave surface elevations for each seastate, the

response process for a linear system is also stationmy zero mean Gaussian. For narrow

band processes, the peaks are Rayleigh distributed, as follows:

[)FA(a)= l–exp -~
2m0

(3.11)

where mOis the mean square value, or zero-th moment of the spectral density.

The number of peaks per unit time maybe obtained from the rate of zero crossings VO,

(3.12)

where m. is the spectral moment of order n, typically calculated using linear shipmotion

theory results. If the process is not narrow banded, the distribution of peaks is give%

includlng both positive and negative maxim% by the well known Rice formula (3.20). A

modified distribution of positive maxima alone, with associated expected number of

positive maxima per unit time, has been obtained by Ochi (3.4).
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To obtain the extreme value distribution FXWl~,n where m and n are subscripts

denoting speed and heading, one can use the conventional Poisson assumption. The pulse

heights are modeled as independent random variables with a distribution function F~(a).

The cumulative distribution function of the maximum value FXWof the random process in

the time internal (O,t~)is then given by

~%(a)l~,~ = @XWS a]= exp{-[l-~(a)]v,t=} (3.13)

where VOdenotes the rate of arrival of pulses, with time units same as t$. For a narrow

band process, VOis defined from Eqn. 3.12 giving the expected number of a = O level

crossings. With F~(a) substituted, the above equation reduces to the Wen ICP

(intermittent continuous process) model, see Appendix A.

The above cumulative distribution function of the extreme value may equivalently be

written as

Fxw(a)l~,”= exd-vx (a)t=)

where v~a) is the expected number of a level upcrossings per unit time, given by

[)

a2
vx(a) = VOexp –—

2m0

(3.14)

(3.15)

The CDF estimate is known to be consemative because of “clustering”, that is

tendency for a narrow-band process upcrossings to occur in clumps, particularly for

the

the

moderate threshold values of practical interest. Clustering is contrmy to the basic

assumption of independence of the individual outcrossings of the process used in obtaining

Eqn. 3.14.
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Clustering may be considered using the first passage probabfity of the envelope

process for the given narrow band process. Usually, the Cramer-Leadbetter envelope

dehition isused. Theupcrosskg rate fortheenvelope process isthen@ven by, e.g. (3.5)

Etivo”p[-av~(a)=zn l– (3.16)

This uncrossing rate needs to be corrected for the fact that envelope level crossings may

occur without any upcrossings of the original process. Such envelope excursions are said

to be “empty”, as opposed to “quaMed”. The terminology is due to Vanmarcke (3.6),

who obtained an estimate of the long run fraction of qualified excursions rVfor an ergodic

narrow-band Gaussian process as follows:

‘V(a)=-kmp[--)}(3.17)

The cumulative distribution function of the maximum value of the ergodic Gaussian

wave induced stress process is then given by Vanmarcke as follows:

FL (a)In,n
, .{l-exp[-;)}ex(3.18)

The VR(a)is the uncrossing rate of the envelope process, and r, is the V~~cke “empty

envelope excursion” correction.

Ditlevsen and Lindgren (3 .7) studied the accuracy of the Vanmarcke prediction of the

long run fraction (1 - rV) of empty envelope excursions using Monte Carlo simulation.

They found that while the solution has a large scatter when compared to simulations, it did
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give the right order of magnitude and the practical consequence of the deviations are not

likely to be serious, particularly for highly reliable structures, They have also provided an

improved estimate for rV by use of a Slepian regression technique, which reduced the

deviations. The D~tlevsen and Lindgren solution has been recently proposed for use in

ship structures by Cramer and Friis Hansen (3.8).

Once the wave induced stress extreme value distributions F.xW(a)1~,~conditional on a

speed and heading pair with probabihty F’~,fihave been obtained, the unconditional

extreme value distribution for the sea state may be calculated:

Fxw(a)= ~J~, FXW(a)l~,nP~,.
m=]n=l

(3.19)

where n, and n~arethe number of speeds and headings.

Inclusion of a Hog-Sag Correction

A hog-sag correction may be included to represent the fact that hogging and sagging

parts of a wave induced load cycle are likely to be different than that obtained by linear

shipmotion analysis on which the Rayleigh parameter mOis based. Consider the corrected ‘

extreme value to then be

(3.20)

where Xh, is the hog-sag correctio~ considered a multiplicative constant.

The constant to be applied is in general different for the hogging and the sagging parts

of the wave cycle, and some related data is provided in Chapter 5. Note that

P[xw s a]=P[xwxk s a] (3.21)
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Hence the distribution function of XW may be constructed knowing the distribution

function ofXW.

3.1.4.3 Slam Loads and their Prediction

Slamming related local and hull girder loads arise from bottom impact or bow flare

immersion. Rigorous calculation of the slam impact forces include addressing changes in

fluid momentum buoyancy and impulsive pressure variations as a function of time. The

dynamic slam transient load effects are superposed on the steady state wave induced load

effect. There is also a

acceleration, Obtaining

flexibility and damping.

slam related deceleration which is superposed on the wave

the stress response for slam loads requires considering hull

In obtaining combined wave bending and slam effects, the phasing between wave

induced and slamming load effects is important. An explanatory sketch in this regard is

shown in Figure 3.4 obtained from Ochi and Motter (3.9). The illustration is for the hull

girder midship deck stress. As the wave induced stress cycle changes from hogging to

sagging, the slam impact results in a compressive (sagging) stress peak on the deck. The

next hogging stress is termed the “initial slam stress”, and subsequent stress peaks are

termed “whipping stresses”.

unique.

The phase angle between

This terminology is a matter of convenience and is not

the hogging wave induced stress peak and the start of the

slam transient, 5, is a random variable, which typically lies between O and 50 degrees, as

may be seen from Figure 3.5 obtained from Lewis et al. (3.10). It is possible for the

second peak of the whipping stress, m. to exceed the wave induced hogging stress, if the

phase lag S is small enough. The whipping stress u** that follows a slam will with

certainty increase the next peak sagging stress, and may also increase the subsequent peak

hogging stress, the magnitude of the increase depending on the phase angle, the slam
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stress amplitude, and rate of decay. Usually slam transient increases the sagging part of

the wave induced stress amidships, but at forward stations, there can also be an increase in

the hogging stresses. Apart from bending stresses, shear stresses are also increased by

slamming.

There are two established methods of obtaining slam pressures and loads, one due to

Stavovy and Chuang (3. 11), and another due to Ochi and Motter (3 .9). The Stavovy and

Chuang (SC) theo~ is typically preferred for high speed ftne form vessels, while the Ochi

and Motter (OM) theory works well for the fuller forq slower merchant ships. Both

theories primarily treat impact slamming. A procedure for calculating forces due to flare

entry has been developed by Kaplan (3.12). The method is based on the linear shipmotion

computer program SCORES, and uses a wave elevation time history simulation

procedure. A probabilistic approach to obtaining slam related bending moments using the

Timoshenko beam theory has been developed by Mansour and Lozow (3.13), using the

Ochi and Motter method to determine individual local slamming loads. An approach that

considers the ship hull to be a set of nonuniform beams, with the response solved for using

a normal mode method has been developed by Antonides (3.14).

The case of bottom slamming in ships was considered by Ochi to depend on bow

emergence and a relative velocity threshold being exceeded, based on experimental

observations. The number of slams per unit time & was obtained from the following

expression which combines the probability of bow emergence and the probability of a

certain relative threshold velocity being exceeded:

.O=+[:)exp[-{$+%(3.22)

where the 0,2, oi2 are the variances of the relative motion and relative velocity (with

respect to the wave) at the hull cross sectio~ d is the section draft, and v~is the threshold
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velocity. A typical value for the threshold velocity is 12 ft per second for a 520 ft long

vessel, with Froude scaling applicable for other lengths. Relative velocities for slam

events can vary depending on slam severity. For the Wolverine State (3.15), velocities in

the range of 13 to 36 ft per second were reported, with average values about 22 for the

more severe slam events. A conventional ship motion program is used to determine the

relative motion and velocity. The variances of motion and velocity, and the number of

slams per unit time can then be calculated. For bow flare slamming, with momentum

effects considered, the bow emergence condkion is not necessary.

slamrning does not occur with every wave encounter. The incidence of slamming are

dependent on vessel speed, heading, and rough weather countermeasures. The master of

the vessel will take measures to hit the incidence of slamming, particularly so in smaller

vessels where the effect of S1arnming is more felt. When action is take% the effect will be

significant as slamming is very speed dependent, see related data in Chapter 5.

Operational limitations on speed (3.9) based on the probability of slam impact at a forward

station reaching 0.03, or the significant amplitude of vertical bow acceleration reaching

0.5g with a speciiled probabihty have been suggested. Speed can also be limited by a

criterion considering local bottom damage.

3.1.4.4 Wave Stress Amplitudes Including Slam Transients

The following is a time domain based practical approach for obtaining extreme values of

the combined wave induced and whipping stress in slam events assuming both exist and

can be calculated. A probabilistic method to combine the resulting transient stress history

with the hull girder wave induced stress is developed in the following. The procedure crq

in principle, apply to both bending stress amidships and the shear force at quarter length.

A fundamental feature of the combination procedure is that the slam event occurs at a

phase lag S with respect to the hogging peak of the wave bending moment. The phase lag

is measured fi-omthe hogging peak to the start of the slam transient.
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Consider the combination of wave induced bending and slam effects at dkck, as

depicted in Figure 3,6. The portion of the second peak of the slam transient that is

additive to the low frequency hogging wave induced stress is denoted the initial slam

stress amplitude ~,. The whipping stress that follows a slam will add to the next wave

induced sagging stress pe~ and the subsequent hogging stress peak. The whipping

stress, additive to the sagging peak of the low frequency wave induced load cycle, is

denoted e**. The whipping stress, additive to the next hogging wave induced pe~ is

denoted o**.. Note that a** and u***do not necessarily comespond to peaks of the slam

transient, but are point in time values, calculated on the decay envelope of the slam

transient stress time history. The notation used is that of Ochi and Motter (3.9). In this

slam stress envelope addition procedure, o denotes a stress, not its r.m.s. value.

The magnitude of the addition to the wave induced stress will depend on the phase

angle & the initial slam stress amplitude, and rate of decay. The addhive whipping stresses

referred to above are given approximately by

D** {( ‘w #T= a,exp -A ~-
4V )}

(3.23)

(3.24)

Here, Tbis the time interval from the hogging peak to the slam initiatio~ which depends

on the phase 5 with respect to the hogging pealq and TWis the period of the low frequency

wave induced stress. The period of the slam transient is denoted TV. The values of

(T#2) - T5- %Tw and TW- T6- ?4Twneed to be positive. Also, TV<< Tw The variable

A is the logarithmic decrement representing the decay of the slam transient.
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Hogging and Sagging Stress Amplitu&s

The total stress amplitude at the time of the fist hogging slam stress peak is given

approximately by

(3.25)

where A is the wave induced stress amplitude calculated on the basis of line on ship

motion analysis.

The combined stress at the time of the sagging peak of the wave induced stress tier

the slam event is given approximately by

(3.26)

Similarly, the combined stress at the second hogging wave induced stress peak is given

approximately by the following:

X,,~=o_+A” Xh (3.27)

where ~.. and a... are determined from equations (3.23) and (3.24), respectively.

In the above equations, all variables are considered positive. The variable X~~is a

correction applied to account for hog-sag nonlinetities, data related to which is provided

in Chapter 5.

Rrobabili@ Di~”bution of Combined Stress

We need to obtain the probability characteristics of the combined stress including the slam

transient and wave induced stress, as defined by Eqns. 3.25, 3.26 and 3.27 above in order

to determine the probability distribution of the combined stress. The following

assumptions are made:
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. the joint density of wave stress amplitude and frequency is given by equation
(3.3o) below

● initial slam stress amplitude m is characterized by a shifted exponential distribution

● the phase angle 6 is normally distributed

These two assumptions are based on the work of Lewis et al. (3.10). Relevant Wolverine

State data from Lewis are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.

The initial slam stress amplitude probability density function (p.d.f.) is then

(3.28)

limit ~) can depend on the seastate, and has to be

domain calculations. Note that the shifted exponential

where a (and possibly the lower

obtained from service data or time

density is defined, but not continuous over the interval (O,a).

The p.d.f. of the phase angles S is given by

(3.29)

where W6and afi are the mean and standard deviation. The phase angle distribution is an

input to the load combination procedure, and must be separately established.

The joint probability density of the low frequency wave induced stress amplitudes and

periods for a seastate, heading, and speed is given by (3.36):

P(4M)=G‘exp[-~(1+ #)/2] (3.30)
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The ~ is a normalized wave amplitude, mObeing the mean square value of the wave

induced stress process. The q is a normalized period corresponding to period Tw The

following definitions apply:

Note that T~ is the spectral average period, and v is a parameter related to the spectral

bandwidth.

The above joint probability density of wave amplitudes and periods applies to a narrow

band Gaussian random process, and was derived by Longuet-Higgins (3.36). The

marginal p.d.f. of wave amplitude corresponding to equation 3.30 is the Rayleigh density:

(3.31)

and the marginal probability density of the wave stress process period TW(defined as the

time interval between successive upcrossings of mean level) is given by the following bell

shaped curve:

(3.32)

The slam stress u., the phase angle S, the wave induced stress peak A, and wave stress

period TWare three important random variables in the combined amplitude equations. The

range of important wave lengths typically range from 3L/4 to L, where L is the ship

length. The whipping period Tw is about 0.7 seconds for a Mariner hull, and 3 seconds
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for a Great Lakes bulk carrier. Slam stress decay rate h can vary considerably, although

the applicable distribution fimction is unknown. For a relatively long persisting transient,

i maybe about 0.05. In iiigates, typical logarithmic decrements (average over five cycles

from peak) are reported to be about 0.2, with maximum values in the 0.3 to 0.5 range.

For a given slq the logarithmic decrement k decreases with decreasing n., to 0.1 or less.

stress Combination Methodology

The combined stress amplitudes X.,, are given by equations (3.25), (3.26), and (3.27),

using equations (3.23) and (3.24). Both wave stress amplitude A and period TWarepart of

these equations. A two step procedure is followed for obtaining the cumulative

distribution (CDF) function of the combined stress amplitudes X,,j:

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

Obtain the CDF of the combined stress amplitudes conditional on TWthe wave

induced stress period.

Obtain the unconditional CDF of the combined stress amplitudes using the

results of Step 1 above, and the marginal density of wave induced stress period

TWgiven by equation (3.32).

The conditional probability density of wave stress amplitudes given the period is

obtained, from equations (3.30) and (3.32), as follows:

The corresponding conditional CDFS of the combined stress amplitudes in Step 1 maybe

obtained by a First Order Reliabtity Method (FORM), once the various probability density

functions of the random variables entering the combined stress equations are defined. The
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uncondhional CDFS of the combined stress amplitudes in Step 2 may then be obtained by

standard statistical techniques.

The above load combination procedure uses a predefine joint probability density of

wave induced stress amplitudes and periods. In (3.26), Friis-Hansen has developed a

more sophisticated procedure wherein he determines the joint probability density of wave

amplitudes and periods leading to slamming, with account of clumping of slam impacts,

using a Slepian regression technique.

FORM Solution Procedure

The use of the first order reliability method for the calculation of the distribution function

of any random variable Xis straightfonvard. Defie a “limit state”

g(x)= x-z

where Z is a variable representing the value of X corresponding to which we want to

calculate the cumulative distribution function

FX(Z) = Pr(X ~ Z) = Pr[X-Z < O]= Pr[g(X) < O]

The required CDF is obtained by calculating Pr~X) < O] using a FORM computer

program and varying the value of Z. Also, although not widely recognized, FORM can

also provide probability abzsiiy results. The pdf of Z = X can be formulated based on a

sensitivity factor:

fw’) =$[pr{x-z]so]

Also, unconditioning of probabilities can be carried out using an auxiliary variable

technique due to Wen (3.33). The probability distribution functions of the combined
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stress amplitude obtained above are necessmy for determining the combined stress

extreme values in a seastate.

Reliabili~ Analysis using Service Data

For performing reliabtity analysis based on sem-ice stress measurements, a three

parameter Weibull distributio~ e.g., Ref. (3.16), may be fit to the histogram of the

combined wave induced and slam stress amplitude, X~,i. The determination of the

distribution parameters by method of moments is described in Appendix B.

3.1.4.5 Combmed Extreme Values in a Seastate

In a seastate, there are times when slamming occurs, and there are times when the steady

state wave induced loads occur alone. Consider that the probability of slamming is P., and

the probability of no slamming is PW= 1- P.. Denote the probability distribution functions

of the combined stress for a given seastate by X~,i,~,~and ~,,i,~,~,respectively, i = 1...,3.

The subscripts m = l,...nv and n = l,...,n~ denote speed and heading. The probability of a

speed and heading pair for the seastate is denoted P~,~,with

~yPm*=l .
mn

The expected number of slams for a given heading and speed pair in the seastate is

denoted N~,~,with the associated slam arrival rate denoted k~,~.

The distribution function of the extreme value of the combined stress amplitudes for a

given speed and heading pair may be obtained from the following:

%nN)=[%&@]N-

This equation uses order statistics assuming independent, identically distributed slam effect

events, to obtain the distribution of the largest value among the effects for N~,~ slam

events.
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As an alternative to the above, one can also use the Poisson assumption widely used

by Wen, Append~ A. If k~,~ are the rate of arrival of the Poisson

slamming rate), and the seastate duration is t~,the probability distribution

combined stress ~i,~,~is obtained as

pulses (i.e., the

of the maximum

The unconditional extreme value of the combined stress amplitudes during a slam

event are then obtained:

i = 1,2,3

where i = 1 and 3 are the stresses corresponding to the hogging part of the wave induced

load cycle and i = 2 case corresponds to the sagging part of the wave induced load cycle.

For i =2, the deck is in compressio~ which is an important design case.

The extreme value distribution of stress in the seastate needs to be obtained

considering both slam and non-slam cases. The extreme value of the wave induced stress
,

alone was previously obtained, assuming slamming does not occur. With a hog-sag

nonlinearity included, the corrected stresses corresponding to the hogging and the sagging

parts of the wave induced load cycle are different, and the related distribution finctions

are denoted l?Wc,~and IIw,mrespectively.

In the case where the sagging part of the wave induced load cycle (deck in

compression) is of interest, the cumulative dktribution function of the maximum value of

the combined stress, including wave and slam effects may be approximated as follows:

Fw$(r) = ~(r) if slamming occurs

= FWm~ otherwise
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3.1.4.6 Probabilistic Load Factors for Slam Effects

The above developed procedure is useful for obtaining the extreme value distribution of

the combined stress considering steady state wave induced loads and slam loads in a given

seastate. This is essentially an analysis treatment of the problem. The procedure cw

however, be used to develop design data in a form similar to the probabilistic load factor

approach for steady state wave loads, since from it we can calculate the combined stress

extreme values. The extreme values for the low frequency wave induced load effects and

slam effects would also need to be obtained by appropriate procedures. Knowing the

individual and combined stress extreme values, a “probabtistic load factor” for the load

combination can be calculated, and from experience with several such calculations, one

can develop simplified load combination rules cast in a probabilistic load factor format.

Consider the i = 2 case for the sagging part of the wave load cycle as an example. In

this case, the deck is in compressio~ and the slam effect adds to the deck stress. The

characttistic (e.g., average l/m highest) extreme combmed (wave and slam) stress is

denoted f2. Denote the characteristic extreme sagging wave induced stress alone by f&,.

This stress includes a hogkag nonlinearity correction. The characteristic extreme value of

the slam stress alone is denoted ~. The probabilistic load factor ~d is obtained such that

it satisfies the following equation:

h=L.,+ Vdf.

3.1.5 Consideration of Still Water Loads

Still water loads have an inherent variability, which arises from the multitude of possible

loading conditions and drafts. This variability is larger in the case of merchantships than

naval ships. A consequence of this variability is that the chances that the extreme wave

induced effect in any seastate will occur simultaneously with the extreme still water loads
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is smaller. This is another load combination problem. It is advantageous, insofar as

structural efficiency is concerned, to account for it.

In this sectio~ we describe a procedure to solve the above load combination problem

and obtain the relevant probabilistic load factor representing the non-coincidence of

extrema of still water and wave load effects for design. We also obtain the shoti term

distribution of the total load effect in a sea state, considering all possible loading

conditions and their variability. This short term distribution is not used in the solution of

the load combination problem itse~ but maybe useful in other contexts.

The work considers the possibility of a number of loading conditions and seastates

during vessel life. The load effect is represented by a stress. The wave load effect as a

general case includes low and high frequency steady state phenomena as well as transient

slam effects.

3.1.5.1 Short Term Distribution of the Total Stress Including Still Water Load

The distribution of the total stress in any given seastate is obtained as a matter of interest.

We previously indicated how to obtain the distribution function of the extreme value of

the combined wave induced and skmuning effects, which was denoted FW,(r). Denote the

probability density function of the still water load effect in a given loading condition (e.g.,

laden or ballast) Jm$), where i is an index relating to the loading conditio~ whose

associated probability of occurrence is Pmj.

Assuming that the wave induced and slam effect combined stress process is

independent of the still water stress, we can obtain the cumulative distribution fimction of

the total stress for the seastate by using the convolution theorem for the sum of two

random variables. The CDF is given by
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where n=is the number of loadlng condkions possible during the time of the vessel life.

~~r) is the CDF of the total stress in the given seastate (still water plus extreme wave and

slamming), considering all likely loading conditions the vessel may be in when it meets the

particular seastate.

3.1.5.2 Long Term Distribution of the Total Stress Includhw Still Water Load

We obtain the long term distribution of the total stress (wave induced stress considering

all wave peaks, and the long term still water stress).

Consider that there are i = l,...,rzc loading conditions andj = 1,...,n~~seastates during

the vessel life. Also consider that the combined wave and slam stress amplitude for a

seastatej, whose CDF is denoted F% is independent of the still water stress, of long term

densityJm.@ for the loading condition i. The probabilities of occurrence of the seastates

and loading conditions are denoted P=j and Pmi, respectively. The probabilities are such

that

The cumulative distribution function of the combined wave induced and @riming

stress, considering all seastates, is give% for any loading conditio~ by

where the Fq are the individual

q(r)=~ %,Fx, (r)
j=l

CDFS of combined wave plus slam effects. For any

particular loading condition, the CDF of the long term total stress consisting of the still
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water stress and the wave induced and slam effects is then obtained by applying the

convolution theorem:

F;(r) =J:’F:(r- X)fq (x)&

3.1.5.3 Extreme Value Distribution of the Total Stress

The cumulative distribution function of the largest value of stress in a particular loading

condition i canbe obtained using the Ferry Borges and Castenhata model, Ref. 3.17, with

pulse times representing voyages in that loading condition. The Ferry Borges process

consists of pulses of uniform duration. In the present case, the duration of the pulses can

be taken to be the average duration of a voyage in the loading condition i (e.g., laden or

ballast). Knowing the average duration ti,one can obtain the number of pulses in the

lifetime:

where Tih the total time spent in the loading condition i.

The cumulative distribution function of the largest value of the total stress is then

obtained as

which assumes the likely total stress pulses in the indkidual voyages in a loading condition

to be. independent of one another. The total number of loading conditions considered is

n~ Typically ncis a small number, e.g., 2, representing, say, laden and ballast conditions.
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Another approximation to the CDF above could also have been obtained using the

Poisson pulse processes whose application to load coincidence analysis was pioneered by

We~ Refs. (3.18,3. 19).

3.1.5.4 Probabilistic Load Fa~or Accounting for Still Water Loads

Denote the characteristic extreme value for the combined total stress by~~c, and those for

the still water and wave load effects by f~c and fw, respectively. These characteristic

extreme values may, for example, be values corresponding to a specified exceedence level

using the applicable cumulative distribution functions.

The probabilistic load factor V, which accounts for the possibility of non-simultaneous

occurrence of the still water and wave load effect extreme values, is obtained such that it

satisfies the following relationship:

fTc= fsc + Vfw

3.1.6 Simplified Approach to Combined Slam and Wave Induced Loads

The previously discussed detailed approach to combined slam and wave induced stress

extreme values is based on a time domain approach. In the following, a simplified

approach is presented, that is also consistent with a frequency domain approach to the

load combinationprobleminvolving two randomprocesses.

In the case of two zero mean Gaussian stress processes i and j, the variance of the

combined stress u? is obtainedfrom (3.1):

~=of+cf+24jquj
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where o-i2and %2are the indNidual process variances, and p~.is the correlation coefficient

for the two processes. Since the extreme value of combmed and indhidual stress

processes, denoted~m~ and$ will typically satisfy

&=cnc

~=cq

~zcq ,

where c is a constant. It can be shown that

In addition, if the stress processes i andj are well separated on the frequency scale, py =

O, and we have the so-called square root of Sum of Squares rule (1.2) for load

combination:

Although derived above for Gaussian load processes,

the SRSS rule is known in practice to apply to cases

(e.g.) slam stresses as well.

In the case of slamming and wave induced stresses,

& for a seastate, heading, and speed,

which are stationary by definitio~

involving non-stationmy processes

the combined stress extreme value

is given on the basis of the SRSS rule, by

wherejWandj~l are the individual(wave and slam related) extreme stresses, with

processes considered uncorrelatedbecause of theirtypical frequency separation.

the two
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As noted in Section 1,4, Nkolaides and Kaplan (1.15) provide evidence through

simulations that the SRSS method may indeed be applicable to the above load combination

problem. Data on combined and individual (wave and slam) bending moments provided

by Mansour and Ferro (3.25) support the same conclusion. Recent work by Friis Hansen

(3.26) also indicates that the correlation coefficient between wave induced stress peaks

and associated point in time slam stresses to be ve~ small (-O.12 to -0.15 for a 270m

containership),thus again providingindirectsupportfor the.SRSS rule.

3.2 Local Loads

‘Local loads of interest in ship structures are:

(a) still water pressure heads

(b) extreme dynamic wave (low frequency) pressures

(c) extreme slamming (high frequency) pressures

(d) extreme cargo inertial loads due to accelerations

(e) extreme sloshing pressure loads

Loads (d) and (e) above are internal. Load (e) related to sloshing is important in partially

fdled tanks. This section of the report considers local loads and their structural

significance, with particular regard to dynamic wave pressures, slamming pressures and

cargo inertial loads and their combinations. The combination of still water pressures with

the other types of local pressure loads is not considered in this section. Such combination

is of course necessmy, and can be accomplished by the same means as in Section 3.1.

3.2.1 Structural Significance of Local Loads

In small vessels, local loads govern structural design. In the larger vessels, they govern

design in selected regions of the vessel. With regard to the importance of local loads in

ships, the following may be stated:
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(a) In most ships, the side shell stmcture in way of the neutral axis is strongly

influenced by local pressure loads.

(b) In most ships, the structure of the bottom in the fonwird body is strongly

influenced by local pressure loads, primarily due to slamming.

(c) Most transverse structure in ships, e.g., transverse bulkheads and web frames, are

sized to sustain local pressure loads.

(d) Tank internals and boundaries are sized in part for local pressure loads such as

those from sloshing and cargo pressures.

3.2.2 Extreme (Dynamic) Low Frequency Wave Pressure

The low frequency dynamic wave induced pressures on the ship hull (also called external

hydrodynamic pressures) are typically calculated based on linear strip theo~, with some

corrections made in way of the waterline to account for nordinearities. The typical

calculation procedures employ either conformal mapping, the Frank Close fit method, or

Tasai strip theo~ in calculating the two dimensional added mass and damping coefficients

for the strip theo~ calculations. It is not possible to obtain pressure itiormation using

two dimensional coefficients based on Lewis form section descriptions.

The distribution of the extreme wave pressures can be obtained from any of the

extreme value prediction methods discussed in Refs. 3.20,3.23. The simplest approach is

to assume that the peaks of the local pressure process are independent, and the process

itself is stationary and Gaussia.q similar to the sea excitatio~ and obtain the dktribution of

the largest peak in a sequence of N peaks by order statistics. As noted in Ref. 3.20, based

on such an analysis, the expected value of the maximum pressure peak in a sequence of N-

peaks was determined by Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins, and is approximated by
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where PI,.. .~~ are the sequence of N-peaks, mOis the mean square value of the pressure

process, s is its bandwidth parameter, and C is the Euler number (Cs 0.5772). The fust

term of the equation above is the mode of the extreme value distribution. The bandwidth

parameter is defined from

where

Here, o is the frequency, and S(co) is the spectral density of the pressure process.

Typically, G for the hydrodynamic pressure process in ships is small enough that the

process can be considered narrow banded for practical purposes.

The number of peaks in a given time, typically the seastate persistence, may be

obtained using the zero crossing period for the process, calculable from the spectral

moments.

The extreme pressure peak with a probability of exceedence a is given by (3.21):

‘Q’[mOIN’’
which applies for small a. Note that Pa is in general independent ofs only for small a.

This particular equation does not require the peaks to be independent.
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3.2.3 Extreme Accelerations and Resulting Cargo Inertial Loads

Accelerations due to vessel motion are important to ship structures for the following

reasons:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

They result in cargo inertial loads in tanks. These loads can be large, and in some

vessel types, e.g., in ore carriers, can govern the design of local structures.

Internal stnmture in certain types of ships must be specifically designed to sustain

acceleration related structural inertial loads. The most prominent example of this

is the tank support structure in liquiiied gas carriers.

Acceleration related inertial loads are relevant to cargo lashing, e.g., in

containerships.

Accelerations fiect the performance of ship systems and crew comfort.

Resultant vertical acceleration in a vessel is usually of primary interest. Figure 3.9 (Ref.

3.22) shows trends of 108 level vertical acceleration (in g’s) at the forward perpendicular,

calculated for Series 60 hull forms with lengths ranging from 50 to 400 meters, and speeds

Up to 25 knots. As can be seen from the figure, accelerations and their effects are

relatively more important in the smaller vessels; also, they increase with vessel speed.

Vertical accelerations amidships, not shown in Figure 3.9, are typically lower by a factor
/

of2 to 2.5.

For purposes of structural desi~ extreme values related to vessel accelerations and

related loads including pressures can be obtained in the same way as for extreme external

pressures, previously described in Section 3.2.2, since the seaway related low frequency

acceleration process can be considered stationary and Gaussian.

3.2.4 Extreme Slamming Pressures

As previously noted,

the vessel, especially

local slam pressures can control structural design in some parts of

in the forward body, and the flat of bottom forward where present.



slamming related pressures produce impulsive loads on the vessel structure. The resulting

effects (stresses) typically can be characterized as being of high frequency and transient in

nature.

Slam impact pressures in ships have been studied by Ochi and Motter, Ref. 3.9, in the

context of bottom slamming. The impact pressure pulse is taken triangular in shape, with

the time duration given by

tP = O.0044fi sec

where L is the vessel length in feet. For a 520 ft Mariner hull, 1Pis approximately 0.1

seconds. For the Mariner, the traveling time for the pressure in the longitudinal direction

is said to be approximately 0.15 to 0.3 seconds from stations 2 to 5 (21 station basis) in

the forward body. The traveling velocity of pressure in the longitudinal dmectio~ for a

vessel of any length L, is obtained from

v=ll.4& ft/sec

where L is in feet. The traveling velocity of pressure in the upward direction depends on

the relative vertical velocity between the ship and waves at the location of interest. The

vertical limiting depth for the impact force is typically 1/1O the design draft. The impact

pressure is applied near the ship bow first and travels aft. It is worth noting that to obtain

the impact force one needs to integrate pressure over the hull domain of its application.

Thus, because hull (in particular, the flat of bottom area) is a factor, the location of

maximum impact force resultant is not necessarily the same as the location of maximum

impact pressure.

The impact pressure is indicated by Ochi to follow a truncated exponential probability

distribution:
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f(p) = Ae-’(’-p”);p,s ps m

where p = slamming impact pressure

Po = a threshold pressure

A = l/(kl@

The threshold pressure depends on a threshold velocity below which the impact pressure

on the vessel is not significant. The parameter ‘k’is nondimensional, and depends on

section shape R: is twice the variance of the relative velocity. A sample histogram of

slamming pressures for a Mariner model, fi-omOchi’swork, is shown in Figure 3.10.

The probabfity density function for p., the extreme value of slamming pressure in n

impacts, can be obtained on the basis of the truncated exponential parent density and order

statistics. The mode of the extreme value distribution can be shown to be

This is the most probable

exceedence probability; a,

A

extreme pressure. The extreme pressure corresponding to an

where a is small, can be shown to be given by

In the above equations, n is the number of slams. The value of n depends on the

severity of the se% and on vessel speed, heading and heavy weather countermeasures.

The number of slams in Thours is given by

rn =57.3 T ~ Pr(slam)
4
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where l?: and R~’are twice the variance of the relative velocity and relative motioq

respectively, obtainable using linear ship motion analysis. The probabfi~ of slam

occurrence is given by

where His the ship drail at the location considered, and f. is a threshold relative velocity.

The above probability of slam occurrence combines individual probabilities of bow

emergence and a threshold velocity condition being met. In the case of bow-flare

slamming, the above expressions will need modification.

Figure 3.11 (Ref. 3.9) shows the calculated distribution of most probable extreme

pressures along ship length for a Mariner hull in seas of 25 feet significant wave height.

As maybe seem the probability of impact and extreme pressure decrease significantly with

decreasing vessel speed; also, location of peak pressures moves aft with increasing speed.

3.2.5 Local Load Combinations

Impulsive local loads such as slamming impact pressures with very short pulse durations

(e.g., 0.1 second) and high magnitudes must necessarily be treated individually for

purposes of local structural design. It is not typically fi-uMulto account for their phasing

with other types of local loads. Cargo inertial pressures and external hydrodynamic

pressures, on the other hand, are more tractable to load combination analysis. There is

also a potential benefit in considetig their load combinations, since they occur over more

of the vessel structure.

The consideration of the combination of external pressures and acceleration related

cargo inertial pressures is straightfonvard, since both random processes can be considered

stationary and zero mean Gaussiaq with parameters obtained using ship motion analysis.
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In such a case, the previously developed probabilistic load factors KC(of Section 3. 1.2) for

two load components apply, and the combined extreme stress ~c can be obtained in the

form

where ~P and )$ are the individual extreme stresses corresponding to the “primary” and

“secondary” load components. Trends of Ke for two load components are shown in

Figure 3.2.

Typically in ships, the cargo inertial pressures and the low frequency wave induced

pressures oppose each other. An illustration in this regard was previously given in

Chapter 2; see also, Figure 2.8 which shows correlation coefficients for the two pressures

acting on the double bottom structure of an ore carrier. In that illustrative case, it was

concluded that extreme cargo inertial pressures, when considered alone for desigq

provided a safe structure.

Considering Phtzve Differences in Structural Analysis

Local pressures are particularly important to the design of transverse structure, as was

previously pointed out. An interesting situation arises herein an analysis context, related

to stresses due to the overall behavior of the transverse structure, e.g., a web frame. The

essential factor that complicates the problem is the fact that local external pressures along

different points on the structural periphexy will have different phase angles. One way such

phase differences have been handled in the past for structural analysis is to calculate, for a

sufficient number of regular waves, the largest resulting bending moment (and shear force)

at selected sections, i.e., the design is based on the largest probable bending moment at

selected sections of the transverse web, rather than on the momenta~ distribution of the

bending moment, see, for example, Ref. 3.24. A more exact way is to use two load cases
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(i-phase and out-of-phase) for each regular wave, obtain related

construct a stress transfer function which is then used in the usual way.

3.3 Combined Hull Girder and Local Loads

3.3.1 Treatment of Design Load Combinations

stresses, and thus

The consideration of load combinations for desi~ involving hull girder and local loads,

can be accomplished in much the same way as for hull girder loads. In those cases where

the low and high frequency dynamic wave induced loads are steady state, and can be

considered zero mean and Gaussian random processes, the methods developed in Section

3.1, using the probabilistic load factor format, dwectly apply. The inclusion of still water

effects while not described here, can also be accomplished as per the methods of Section

3.1.

Two Correlated Lo& (l!full Girdkr,Loca~

Consider that a “primary” stress from hull girder vertical bending and a “secondary” stress

from local loads such as pressure be present. The total stress maybe written (3.3)

f(t) =fi+f(t)

where~Ois a constant part, given by

it4W is the still water bending moment, and pm is the still water pressure, C being a

pressure to stress transformation factor.

The time dependent part~c(t) is given by
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A(t)= #cm)= x+&
v

where M..(t) is the wave induced vertical bending moment, and ~(t) is a time dependent

pressure. The variance of the time dependent part of the combined stress is given in terms

of the stress processes by

Following the same procedures as in Section 3.1, we can write

Llm = .Ln + Kcf@lm

where

[
l+r2+2pvtr 1K_l

Kc= ‘4; r=—
r 0“

Note that the variance equation above is written in terms of stresses, i.e., the factor

K= SMJW~ which was present in some of the developments of Section 3.1 is here unity.

KCabove is the probabilistic load factor.

Typical KC Vizlues

Note the following extreme cases:

(a) If p% = O, i.e., the bending moment and pressure are uncorrelated, which may not

be a realistic assumptio~ and with r = 0.2 for the ratio of pressure to bending

stresses, KC= 0.1 which is small.

(b) Ifp@ = 1, i.e., the two stresses are strongly correlated, KC= 1 independent of r.

(c) The following data were obtained for the Universe Ireland tanker, from the

previously cited paper by Stiansen and Mansour (Ref. 3.3):
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~,< = 0.71 to 0.78 ; use 0.74

r=o.2

In this case, KC= 0.78.

llkree Correlated Lo&

The case of three correlated loads results in two probabilistic load factors, Kcz and Kc~,as

discussed in Section 3.1. The combined extreme stress~c is written

where ~z and J3 are the individual extreme stresses for loads with subscripts 2 and 3.

Design charts addressing the three load case may be found in Appendix E.

To get an appreciation of the magnitudes of the factors Kcz and K.q in a typical case,

consider the stress arising from vertical bending~l, horizontal bending~z and local pressure

~. The K~s can be defined if one has estimates of the stress ratios r, and r~, and the

correlation coefficients plz, pla and plq. The following examples are based on correlation

coefficients from the Stiansen and Mansour paper previously cited (Ref. 3.3):

(a) Bottom: r2 = 0.4 P12 = 0.4

r~ = 0.3 P13 = 0.7

P23 = 0.3

KCZ= 0.67 KC3 = 0.56

(b) Deck: rz = 0.4 P12 = 0.4
r3 = 0.1 P13 = 0.7

P23 = 0.3

KC2= 0.73 KC3 z O
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These values are similarto those obtained for thetwo variable. case. Note that, for design

purposes, a (small) local pressure on deck is considered above.

Also of interest are the following extreme cases of KC2and Kc~:

(a) pll = p13 = p23 = O for uncorrelated loads

rz = 0.6 K.z = 0.42

r~ = 0.3 K.B = -0.16

@) P12 = P13 = p23 = 1 for fully correlated loads

r2 = 0.6 KCZ =

ra = 0.3 K.B =

3.3.2 Identification of Critical Load Combinations

Load combinations of interest, involving hull girder and

1.0

1.0

local loads,arenow enumerated.

Two regions of the vessel are considered, namely the midbody region and the forward

quarterbody. The combinationidentificationrests on judgement and experience. There is

a need for systematic evaluation of the significance of various loads and load combinations

in the dtierent parts of the structure.
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Midbody Re@”on

(i) The deck structure is governed primarilyby vertical bending moment, and to a

minor extent, horizontal bending moment. Sloshing loads can sometimes

influence local structuralstrength.

(i) The bottom structure depends primarily on the vertical bending moment, and

secondarily on cargo inertial loads in tanks and the external hydrodynamic

pressure.

(@ The side shell depends primarily on the vertical bending moment and to a minor

extent on the horizontal bending moment away from the waterliie and toward

the deck. Toward the bilge, the vertical bending moment is of primary

importance, followed by the external pressures and any internal cargo inertial

loads. In way of the waterlilies, the structuredepends primarilyon the external

pressures and internalcargo inertialloads.

(iv) Transverse structures, e.g., web frames and transverse bulkheads, are decided

primarily by local loads (e.g., external pressure and cargo inertial pressures) and

to a smalIer extent by hull girder shear forces.

Note that when slam induced bending effects are large, they should be included with

the vertical bending moment. Also, in naval ships, horizontal bending moment can be an

important consideration. StiUwater effects, while not part of the above discussio~ are in

general pertinent for all parts of the midbody structure.

Forward Quarter Bok$ Rep”on

(i) The deck structure in cases where torsionrd effects are unimportant, is governed

local loads, e.g., due to shipping of green water, which is a phenomenon that is

dficult to treat except by model tests.
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(i) The bottom structure is governed by local loads, which may arise from

slamming, and external pressures and internal cargo inertial pressures. Of these,

slam related loads are perhaps the most significant.

(i) The side shell structure is governed primarily by shear forces, due to wave

induced low fiequerq hull girder bending, and due to slamming. A secondaty

effect on the side shell arises from external hydrodynamic pressures and internal

cargo inertial loads, which tend to be significantly larger in the forward quarter

body region in comparison to the midship.

(iv) Transverse structures (e.g., transverse web fiarne) are affected primarily by local

pressures due to external pressure and cargo inertial loads, and to a smaller

extent by hull girder shear forces due to low frequency wave induced loads as

well as slamming.

(v) In those cases where torsional effects are important, e.g., because of wide

hatches, all continuous vertical structures in the fore body region can be subject

to an increase in shear stresses due to torsion. ‘While such torsion effects are

certainly important, there exist no comparative studies by which one can judge

whether they, or the local pressures, or the hull girder shear forces are the

dominant ones in comparative terms.

Again, while we have not discussed still water pressures in the above specification of

dominant loads, they certainly are pertinent to all fore body structure.

3.4 Recommended Load Calculation Methods

The various loads to be considered in Phase 3 of the Ship Structure Committee’s

Reliability thrust area project include:

● Still water loads
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. Low frequency steady state wave induced loads

● Slam loads

The following table summarizes the recommended methods for calculation of the

individual load components.

Item Method Reference

still water loads Standard, needs no elaboration I — I
low frequency wave induced Lhear strip theory based shipmotion 3.30,
loads calculations, with correction for 3.31

nonlinearities due to hoghg differences

slam loads Bottom slamming method due to Ochi, 3.9,
bow flare effects by method due to 3.12,
Kaplan and Sargent, dynamic response 3.13
by method due to Mansour and Lozow

In the case of low frequency wave induced loads, Ref. (3.30) is a 1975 vintage computer

program that includes both vertical and horizontal bending moments and shear forces.

Improved motion calculation technology is available in the present Navy Ship Motion

Prediction Program (SMP), Ref. (3,37), which however, does not calculate loads other

than vertical bending moments and shear forces. SMP is currently being modiiied to

include calculation of horizontal bending moment and shear force, as well as torsional

moments. A good suwey of existing linear strip theory programs maybe found in (3 .38).
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4.FATIGUE LOADS,LOAD MODELS,
AND LOAD COMBINATIONS

Consideration of load combinations in the context of fatigue design is somewhat dfierent

fkom that of extreme load design. In the case of fatigue, the entire long term distribution

of stress ranges needs to be addressed, accounting for damage accumulation from the

various stress range levels. The accumulated damage is a fimctio~ not only of the stress

range levels, but also of the number of cycles of stress reversal associated with each stress

level. In the case of extreme load desi~ the load combination treatment aims to

determine design load sets. The maximum anticipated load effect for design would occur

when the structure is subject to one of the design load sets. For fatigue desigq in addition

to governing design load set, the shape of the long term stress range distribution at

structural location is also a factor.

In the context of fatigue loads and load combinations, a two level methodology,

suitable for desi~ and the other for more rigorous analysis, is recommended. The

any

one

first

level is the Weibull approach in which the governing stress range extreme value is

determined using selected structural load cases, and the shape of the stress range

distribution is taken as a “given”, In the second, mom elaborate level, spectral fatigue

analysis is used to determine the entire stress range versus number of cycles histogram in a

more rigorous manner.

4.1 Identification of Sources of Fatigue Loads

Cyclicfatigue load sources in merchantships can be classified as follows (Ref. 4.2):
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Load Catego~

Low frequency, wave induced
I@ frequenq, wave induced
Still water
Thermal

Reversals During
Life -

107.10s
lo6

300-500
7000

The low fiequenq wave-induced loads are considered quasistatically for purposes of

obtaining the fluctuating stresses, while the high frequency wave-induced loads require

dynamic analysis, as these loads are often excited by slamming, whipping or springing.

Still water loading in the context of fatigue represents a change in mean load as fuel is

consumed or ballast is added or shifted. Also, from voyage to voyage, there can be large

changes or dflerences in the still water loading, because of change in the loading pattern.

For example, tankers encounter very diffenmt fully laden and ballast load patterns, with

the laden still water bending moment of a hogging nature while the ballast still water

bending moment is of a sagging nature.

Thermal stresses in ships are induced by the presence of a non-uniform thermal

gradient, which depends on the weather, the sea-air temperature dflerential, and exposure

to the sun. Them-ml load variations thus generaJly follow diurnal changes in air

temperature. In tankers, another source of thermal loading is the intermittent use of

heating coils.

In the treatment of vessel structure fatigue, the following loads and their combinations

must then be considered in principle:

(a) Fatigue loads resulting from hull girder bending

(b) Fatigue loads resulting from local pressure oscillations

(c) Cargo loading and unloading (low cycle effects)

(d) Still water bending (mean level) effects
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As we will later note, experience indicates items (a) and (b) above to be by far the most

important.

4.2 The Design Treatment of Fatigue Loads

Central to the treatment is the lifetime maximum stress range the structural detail is subject

to. Consider that there are NT stress reversals (cycles) in the lifetime. Then

p(s>so)=+ (4.1)
T

where SOis the lifetime maximum stress range and ‘p’denotes the probability that stress

range S is greater than SO. Assume that the stress range follows a Weibull distributio~

with parameters & and 5, where &is the shape parameter, and 5 is the scale parameter.

The cumulative distribution function is then given by

[()]s{
~(S)= l-exp - – ; X>()

6

and, with r denoting the Gamma function. The expected value of ~ is given by

Solving for S0 from (4.2) using (4.1) gives

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

The fatigue damage for NTcycles, assuming a “straight line” S-N curve of the form

Nsm . A (4.5)
is given by
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~=NT .

7 E@) (4.6)

Substitute Eq. (4.4) into (4.3) and (4.3) into (4.6), and eliminate 6 to give the following

expression for fatigue damage:

(4.7)

The damage D (or D~) in equations 4.6 or 4.7 is the non-dimensional ratio of NT to the

number of cycles to failure. This development assumes an S-N curve of the form NS” =

A. h a more general case, the S-N curves used often have a “kink”, say at NQ Wcles, i.e.,

the curves are bilinear on a log-log scale, and are of the following form:

Ns” . A N5NQ

NSr= C N>NQ

The fatigue damge for this two segment case maybe shown to be give~ e.g., Ref. 4.1, by

DC=AD (4.8)

with the bias factor A given by

A= A&m rO(b>Z)

Cr(a)
+ &a, Z)

where

r(a, z) ()St
~(a,z) = ,z=~

r(a) 6

a=~+l ,
#

b=;+l
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Here, r(x) is the gamma functio~ and r(a,Z) and

(integrals Zto m and Oto Z). As an example,

ra(~,z) are incomplete gamma fimctions

ro(a,z) =~~ZJa-’exp (-u) du

SQis the stress range corresponding to N~ on the S-N cuwe. In this simpltied approach

to fatigue analysis, it is necessmy to:

1. Specify the design life (number of cycles)

2. Specify the Weibull parameter ~

3. Determine the extreme stress range the structural detail is subject to during the

design life

4. Choose an appropriate S-N curve, determine relevant A, m, etc., and calculate the

fatigue damage from equation (4.7) or (4.8)

The extreme stress range and the Weibull shape parameter together define the probability

distribution of stress ranges, considering the combined effect of all loads applied to the

structural detail.

4.3 Treatment of Load Combinations for Design

The stress fluctuations at any vessel location arise from some combination of hull girder

bending, local pressure, cargo loading and unloading, thermal effects and stiU water

bending. Of these, the hull girder bending and local pressure fluctuation related effects are

fw more significant than the others in terms of their contribution to total fatigue damage,

particularly for weld fabricated ship structural details. The Weibull approach is thus

typicilly used considering only the high cycle fatigue effects due to hull girder bending and

local pressure fluctuations.
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The applicable extreme stress range at any given structural detail location is obtained

using suitably formulated design load cases. In the ABS Guide for Double Skin Tankers,

Ref. 4.3, for example, several design load cases are specified, each consisting of a

particular proportion of the following wave induced load types:

(a) Hull girder vertical bending moment

(b) Hull girder horizontal bending moment

(c) Hull girder vertical shear forces

(d) Hull girder horizontal shear forces

(e) External pressure

(~ Internal tank pressure

Load cases are defined considering different vessel headings relative to the waves. The

loads to be applied are spectied in terms of close-form formulae. The extreme stress

range at any given location is obtained as the largest arising from structural analyses for

the various load cases. The load case tables from the ABS Guide are reproduced in

Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

The stress range calculated for purposes of fatigue assessment contains both hull

girder and local pressure effects. Depending on the locatioq one of these will typically

dominate. For example, at tanker deck locations, the vertical bending moment related

stress fluctuation is the predominant one, while on the side shell in way of load waterline,

the total stress is nearly entirely due to local pressure fluctuations. The selection of design

load cases such as that of Figure 4.1 for use in fatigue design is a matter of experience and

development work. Such load cases, together with additional information related to the

Weibull shape parameter, subsequently discussed, constitute a simple, yet effective

treatment of the effect of combined loads for purposes of fatigue assessment.
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4.3.1 Shape of the Long Term Stress Distribution

Apart from the extreme stress range, the Weibull shape parameter is also a factor in the

fatigue darnage calculated. One way to obtain this parameter is through curve fitting the

Weibull distribution to replicate darnage from typical long term stress range histograms

from more elaborate (spectral) fatigue analyses. In Ref. 4.4, Thayamballi developed a

relationship between the Weibull shape parameter &and vessel length L in meters, in the

form

& = 1.55- 0.04L~ for 76< L ~ 305

= 1.71-0.049 L% for Ls 305

This expression specifically addressed a vertical bending moment controlled situation such

as that of deck details. In the ABS Double Skin Tanker Guide, Ref. 4.3, the approach has

been extended for refined and extended to other locations in the vessel. The Guide

specifies the Weibull shape parameter in the following form:

t = 1.40-0.036 aL% for 190 <L< 305

= 1.54-0.044 ao”gU for L >305

where

a = 1.0 for deck structures
= 0.93 for bottom structures
= 0.86 for side shell and longitudinal bulkhead structures
= 0.80 for transverse bulkhead structures

In the context of load characteristics and load combinations, certain aspects of these

Weibull parameter relationships should be noted:

(a) The Weibull parameter for any given location decreases as a function of vessel

lengt~ see Figure 5.4. For a given Metime extreme stress range, this implies that
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the fatigue damage expected also reduces, or alternately, the stress range allowable

increases somewhat with vessel length.

(b) Details at deck are predominantly stressed by primary bending, whereas on the

botto~ there is a combination of bending and local pressure effects. On the side

shell in way of waterliie, the fluctuating stress is mostly (internal and external)

pressure related, while on transverse bulkheads, the fluctuations arise almost

entirely due to internal (cargo inertial) pressure fluctuations. For a given vessel

lengt~ the stress range allowable am comparatively less in these latter situations

in comparison to deck structures.

The above relationships apply to tanker structures and not necessarily to her form

mechantships or naval vessels.

The above mentioned trends of Weibull shape parameters are the most elaborate

available to date in the marine field for ship design use. The trends in the relationships

discussed are consistent with those obtained from Weibull distribution fits to full scale

measurement data in the case of low frequen~ wave-induced vertical bending moments,

such as those from Ref, 4.2, shown in Figure 4.3. Experience with such studies indicates

that most loading histories can invariably be fit with Weibull distributions with shape

parameters in the range of 0.8 to 1.2, even with added load components such as local

pressure and internal cargo loads.

4.4 Detailed Analysis by Spectral Fatigue Procedure

The various parts of a special fatigue analysis procedure for ships areas follows:

● Description of the service profde, including the loadhg conditions and the long term

wave environment (scatter diagram).
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. Calculation of ship motions, sealoads and local hydrodynamic pressures in a seaway,

the related stn.mtural response, and local stress range transfer functions.

. Obtaining the stress range response spectra for each wave spectrum of the scatter

diagram. The short term response statistics and the associated probability density

function (pdf) of the stress range (response) are then obtained.

. The long term probability density function is obtained as the weighted sum of the

various short term stress range probability density functions.

● Fatigue damage is then calculated for the structural detail situation of interest, whose

fatigue performance is characterized by an appropriate S-N curve.

The above procedure is shown in a flow chart from in Figure 4.5. Note that instead of

obtaining the long term distribution of stress ranges and then the fatigue damage, one can

also obtain the fatigue damage for the various short term stress range probability density

functions and then sum the damage.

4.4.1 Fatigue Damage in any Given Seastate

Consider an S-N cuwe obtained from constant

form:

amplitude fatigue tests, in the following

Nsm . A

where m and A are empirical constants. Also consider, as is conventional, that the stress

range S in any given seastate of the scatter diagram is Rayleigh dh-ibuted. It can be

shown that (see, for example, Ref. 4.5) the fatigue damage Dj in the seastate j is then

given by

f 01 T ~sm)D,=—
A

where
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foj = average frequency (hertz) of the stress process

T = exposure time (seconds)

E(F) = expectation of ~

Upon incorporating the Rayleigh density function in the above equation and summing the

damage in all J seastates, the fatigue damage is shown to be

where ~-is the rms value of stress in seastatej, and p, is the probability of occurrence of

the seastatej. The above expression is also given in (4.9) in a dfierent form.

For those cases where the S-N curve changes slope at 10Qcycles (the corresponding

stress range on the S-N curve being ~Q), with the negative slope changing from m to

m + Am, Am 20, the expression for fatigue damage is (4.5):

where wis the bias factor, defined as

#u(v)= P(V; m, Am)

Here,

[11s2
V=vj=— ~

2 crj

and the incomplete gamma function is defined by
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r. (a,x) = f K’ exp (-~) du
0

4.4.2 Consideration of the Wave Profile

In spectral fatigue analysis, we calculate ship motion and forces due to a sinusoidal wave

of a given amplitude and frequency, and then perform a structural analysis to obtain local

stresses, and hence the stress range transfer function. The vessel motions and sealoads are

calculated using linear strip theory. Such a procedure, however, does not correetly

consider the effect of the wave profile in way of the waterline, because of basic limitations

of linear strip theo~. A “quasi-static” procedure to account for the wave profile effects in

way of water line, developed by Friis-Hansen (4.8), is now described.

The ship motion program used provides motion and load transfer functions

considering a unit sinusoidd wave with a wave crest at the vessel center of gravity. The

wave-induced pressure in way of waterline is calculated using an apparent wave height Zm

at location xl from the center of gratity, based on the heave and pitch transfer functions:

z.. (x,,a,w)=a (zw(x,,w)-zh(w)+zp(w)x,)

where ZWis the incoming wave with amplitude a, and Z~ and 2P are the heave and pitch

transfer functions, related to the center of gravity, with the pitch. angle assumed small.

The incoming wave is shified in phase Sgn(ue) “ (co=2/2n)“ xl radians, where co=is the

encounter frequeney given by

(2)2V
=ll)—— Cos6

g

where v is the ship velocity and (3is the vessel heading relative to the waves; sgn is the

sign fimctio~ equal to +1 or -1, depending on the sign of the argument.

The water pressure at a location (x~,z) on the side shell, z denoting the vertical

coordinate, is then given by (4.8):
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ZP(a,w)= y{Z~+Zw(a, w)-Z]I

where Z~ is the mean water level, y is the specfic weight of water, and I is an indicator

variable, defined by

1=1 if R{ZH+ZW-Z}>O

= O othenvise

where R denotes the real part of a complex value.

Similar profile “stretch” corrections may also be developed where the local

hydrodynamic pressures are calculated by the Frank close-fit method (4.10) or the Tasai

strip theory (4. 11), i.e., with basic account for vessel motions. The wave protie

introduces a nonlinearity in way of the water line, whic~ while typically not accounted for,

is nevertheless an important one.

4.5 Consideration of Combined Load Effects in Analysis

In the design treatment of fatigue, as discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, combined load

effects were located through pre-selected design load cases, one or more of which can

result in the maximum stress range at a locatio~ and also pre-selected Weibull shape

parameters. The maximum stress range and the shape parameter together defied the

stress range histogram in the long term. In spectral fatigue analysis, however, the stress

range rms value for each seastate needs to be estimated. The rms value is then used to

define the Rayleigh distribution of stress ranges in the short term.

For any given sea conditio~ ship speed, heading angle and loading conditioq therms

value of the stress amplitude can be obtained from a standard “input-output” procedure

that involves the sea spectrum for the sea condition and the response amplitude operator

for the fluctuating stress. First, the stress response spectrum is obtained as follows:

s, (cd)= lH(a))fS=((n)
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where H(a) is the stress transfer functio~ and its modulus IH(u) I is the response

amplitude operatoq SX(W)is the sea spectrum and $(m) is the stress response spectrum o

being the radian frequency. The mean square value of the output (stress amplitude)

process is then calculated:

i.e., the mean square value is the area under the response spectrum. The root mean square

rvalue is E.Y,The assumptions under which the above input-output equations hold can be

found in Ref. 4.7. Note also that details of consideration of various ship speeds, heading

angles and loading conditions have been omitted here, but may also be found in Ref. 4.7.

Consideration of load combination in spectral fatigue ardysis is made at the stress

amplitude transfer function calculation stage. Essentially, the fluctuating stress amplitude

(and hence range) at any structural location is calculated by subjecting a structural model

to loads corresponding to a unit wave amplitude at a given frequency (and heading and

vessel speed). Related loads such as bendhg moments and local pressures for that

frequency, etc. are calculated from Iiiear ship motion analysis and applied to the structural

model to determine the stresses. The phase information is presemed in the analysis by

using two load cases for each frequency, corresponding to the in-phase and out-of-phase

components (or real and imaginary parts) of the complex load transfer functions. In one

load case, the loads applied may then correspond to a wave crest of unit amplitude at

midship, while the other load case uses loads with the wave shifted 90 degrees. The stress

response amplitude operator is obtained as follows:

where Sai and SaOare the unit wave stress amplitudes from the in-phase and out-of-phase

structural analyses. Load combination considerations in spectral fatigue analysis are thus
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dmect and explicit. Application of this method however requires the determination of a

combined strap transfer fbnction for each detail at which fatigue is to be checked. A

description of spectral fatigue analysis as applied to ships can be found in Ref 4.6.

4.6 Inclusion of Still Water and Other Loads

The previous discussion focussed mainly on low frequency wave induced bending moment

and local pressure fluctuations and their contribution to high cycle fatigue. Apart from

these loads, there is a certain amount of contribution to fatigue damage arising from the

following sources:

(a) still water loads

(b) thermal loads

(c) springing loads

(d) slamming loads

The time scales of load reversal associated with still water and thermal loads are long, and

typically, the number of load reversals is small. Except in specific cases, such as failure

analysis, their consideration in fatigue design is thus not usual. Where such consideration

is made, the loads and the fatigue damage accumulating from them are treated

independently, i.e., it is assumed that there is no correlation between these loads and the

low frequency wave-induced loads.

Fatigue contribution from springing can be important in certain vessel types such as

the long and slender Great Lakes ore carriers. It is to be noted, however, that such vessels

typically are not ocean-going, i.e., the wave environment they are subject to is often

relatively mild. Where specific consideration needs to be made, it is assumed that the

damage contribution from springing is independent of the other load types. This is

reasonable because the springing related stress fluctuations occur faster than the low

ftequency wave-induced effects and, typically, the stress response spectra for the two load
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sources are well separated on the frequency scale, Similarly, slamming fatigue damage,

which is a consideration in naval vessels, can be treated independently of the lower

frequency loads, much for the same reasons as for springing. Procedures for slam fatigue

need to be developed.
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5.MODELING ERRORS

In this chapter, information on modeling errors associated with extreme and fatigue loads

and load combinations are reviewed and condensed to a useable form. It was noted that

there is very little information available on modeling errors related to load combinations,

and coexisting loads. Hence, most of the tiormation developed is that related to

modeling errors in loads and load effect predktion.

At the outset, we should note two facts:

(a) We deal with modeliig errors. This is primarily the error in prediction methods

for loads and load effects as they relate to “realky”.

(b) Modeling errors can be procedure dependent, although this factor may not always

be pointed out.

Modeling errors in the context of marine structures have received a fair amount of

attention and have been the subject of several review and quantiilcation studies. We may,

in particular, point out the work of Mansour (5.1,5.2), Kaplan (5.4), Nikolaides and

Kaplan (5.5), and Thayamballi (5.6). The Ship Structure Committee Report 363 by

Nikolaides and Kaplan is the most recent among the above, and as such has been used

where appropriate in preparing this chapter, consistent with the work proposal. Reference

also needs to be made to the work of Guedes Soares (5.7), whose in-depth study of load

effects in ship structures provides usefhl insights on modeling errors. The above-

mentioned references deal primarily with extreme loads and load combinations. In the

case of fatigue, the primary reference we have used is that of Wirsching (5.8). Reference

is also made to Thayamballi and Jan (5.9).
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5.1 Sources of Uncertainties in Load Effects

In structural reliability-based desi~ the safety check equation involves load effects (e.g.,

stresses) which are compared with capacity (strength). The calculation of load effects

involves the following steps, whether one considers extreme loads or fatigue damage:

(i) Environmental description (cause of loads).

(i) Determination of loads and load combinations arising from the environment.

(ii) Calculation of the load effect, e.g., stresses usig appropriate structural analysis;

in the case of fatigue, fatigue damage is typically the “demand” that enters the

safety check equation.

Each of these steps involves modeling error arising from uncertainties in knowledge and

inaccuracies in procedural details. In the case of ocean-going ships, our primary case of

interest, two interesting sources of uncertainty in design load effects also arise:

(a)

(b)

The wave environment the vessel may be subject to, in the long te~ may not be

known. This aspect implies that the actual load effects may be dtierent from the

load effects calculated for design purposes on the basis of a postulated design

environment. In the case of ocean-going merchant ships designed for unrestricted

service, a North Atlantic wave environment is used in design while the actual long

term wave environment is usually likely to be (but not necessarily always) less

severe.

Ocean-going vessels, by their nature, can avoid rough weather. Also, in any given

sea and weather, counter measures, such as speed reduction and changes in

heading angles, can lead to load effect reductions.

Item (a) above, related to uncertainty due to the definition of the environment, is dealt

with in this chapter. Item (b), relating to the impact of ship routing, storm avoidance and
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operator actio~ is the subject of chapter 6 of this report, although some preliminary

information is also given in this chapter,

5.2 Modeling Uncertainties in Environmental Description

The following modeliig uncertainties related to the load environment may be enumerated:

(i)

(ii)

(ii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Selected

Uncertainty in wave spectr~ due to the dtierences between a theoretical

spectrum for a seastate, and the actual spectrum for the seastate.

Uncertainty due to inexact treatment of wave energy spreading.

Uncertainty due to nonunifotity of wave headings.

Uncertainty due to using visually observed wave data.

Uncertainty due to correlations of subsequent wave peaks.

Uncertainties due to operator discretion in heavy weather.

results related to the above uncertainties, obtained from Ship Structure

Committee Report 363, are given in Table 5.1. The modeling errors of Table 5.1 are

based on the work of Guedes Soares (5.7), and are what he terms “simpMed

representations”. His original work provides more detailed evaluation of the uncertainties

involved, although in a manner less suitable for design use in comparison to the simplified

representations. While the simplfied representations are a function of significant wave

height for the seastate alone, the more detailed representations also account for other

parameters. Since the results noted depend on procedural details, the method of approach

they pertain to, and the way they were obtained, are summarized below.
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Table 5.1. Model Uncertainties in Environmental Description

Source of Uncertainty I Bias

Spectral shape variability 1.0
L<250rn or H~>5m

2-0.2 ~ otherwise

Wave energy spreading I 1-0.0077 I&

Non-uniform headings I 0.981+ 0.018l&

Visual wave data 0.75 H’

H,–2.33

Independent peaks assumption 0.9

Heavy weather countermeasures I 1 to 1.25

Cov

0.1

0.05

0.10

0.17

unknown

unknown

Note: (i) ~ is the si@cant wave height in meters.
(ii) Bias is actuallpredieted value.

Spectrul Shape Vam”ubility: This uncertainty represents the effect of possible variation in

spectral shape for a given seastate. The calculations were based on the mean square wave

bending moment for two ships. The implication is that for long ships (L s 250 m) and

small wave heights ~ <5 m), an underestimation occurs in the wave bending moment if

an average spectrum is used to represent the seastate. The error in representing the

average spectrum by a theoretical spectrum (e.g., ISSC) was not evaluated, but can be

significant. As an example, for a navy cruiser, the maximum lifetime bending moment was

found in (5.21) to be higher by 25’% when computed with an ISSC wave spectrum than

when computed with the Ochi six parameter wave spectra which fit North Atlantic wave

data better. The bias of 1.0 shown for wave spectral variability in Table 5.1 does not

account for such differences.
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Wave Energy Spreading: The usual treatment of wave energy spreading, e.g., by a

cosine-squared spreading functio~ assumes that the degree of spreading is independent of

the seastate intensity. The tabulated modeling error pertains to the bias in the mean square

bending moment, and accounts for the fact that the degree of wave energy spreading is

less for the higher seastates.

Non-Uniformity of Headings: The distribution of relative wave headings along a

particular route may not be uniforrq but design typically assumes them to be. The

tabulated value of bias pertains to the mean square bending moment for a vessel in a North

Atlantic route, where the headings were assumed uniforq when in reality they are not. It

may be recalled that the North Atlantic wave environment is typically used for

merchantship design.

Visual Wwe D~a Uncertain& The tabulated values refers to the accura~ of the

significant wave height if calculated using a particular correlation equation involving the

visual wave height, due to Guedes Soares. This

should be carefully used for several reasons. First,

informatio~ developed in SSC-363,

there are several different correlation

equations available; second, not all visual data are created equal. For example, the BMT

Global Wave Atlas contains enhanced visual dat~ rather than raw visual data. The

tabulated values pertain to the wave height. The resulting bias in mean square bending

moment is the tabulated value squared, with a COV of 0.34 (per Ref. 5.5).

Independent Peaks Assumption: The extreme value calculation procedures are usually

based on the assumption of independent peaks

overestimate the maximum wave height by 10°/0

loads would also show a similar overestimation.

in the seastate. This assumption can

for long return periods. The resulting
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Heavy Weather Countermeasures: The tabulated bias of 1.0 applies to large ships,

where countermeasures are said to be inilequent, and 1.25 for small ships where

countermeasures are more common. The countermeasures referred to relate to speed and

heading changes, but do not include rough weather avoidance. The fact that the bias

noted for small ships represents an increase in the bending moment rests on the argument

that in high seastates, the likely course changes “to avoid capsizing” are such that the ship

is more often aligned with head seas, resulting in larger bending moments. This result may

warrant further study.

5.3 Uncertainties Related to Still Water Load Control

Given a loading patte~ the still water loads can be calculated with a good degree of

certainty. Hence, the calculation related uncertainty in the still water bending moments,

shear forces, and pressures is negligibly small. The inherent variabtity in still water loads

is not the subject of our work but considerable information on the subject maybe found in

SSC Report 363, based on the work of Guedes Soares and Moan (5. 10).

While not strictly a “modeling error”, one aspect of variability related to still water

loads that is worth pointing out here is the fact that they cw with a given probability

distributicm, exceed the design value. In merchantships, this probability distribution can be

expected to depend on the type of the vessel, the quality of the crew, constraints on vessel

operatio~ and whether the vessel has a loadhg instrument or not. These aspects, which

collectively fiect “still water load control”, were not dealt within SSC-363.

Little data exists on this aspect of still water load variability, because the admission of

such occurrence is not often desirable, making the collection of such data dficult. Some

limited data on the subject, for ships with loading instruments, is available from Guedes

Soares (5.11). His treatment of the subject is outlined below.
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For one particular loading conditio~ were there perfect control on the still water load

effect, a truncated normal density can be used to represent the still water effect, to account

for differing loading patterns during the long term. This probability density function is

given by

L(s) = ~exp(-~(~~) (5.1)

for A <S <B, where A and B are the lower and upper points of truncatio~ and Y is a

factor that normalities the area under the pdf to unity. This factor is defined by

‘“”(%”(%) (5.2)

Here, @is the standard normal distribution function. The lower limit of truncation can be

taken to be zero, and the upper limit to be the allowable value.

Instead of using a truncated normal density, Guedes Soares (5.11) used a rnodtied

normal density together with a shifted exponential, to representthe effect of load pattern

variabilityand the possibility of misloadmg beyond the allowable value SA. A “truncation

factor” T~is proposed, such that,

(5.3)

where the term in parentheses is the tail areabeyond S~ in the unmod~ed still water effect

density, and T~is a modification for the possibilitythat the allowable may be exceeded.

The modtied pdf is relatedto the unmodifieddensityf<s) as follows:

fJd =
l- F’&sA]&(s)

, for S<SA
&(sA)

(5.4)
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The PfSs S~isgivenfrom Eqn. 5.3, Iftheallowable S~wiUnever be exceeded, T~is

zero, and one has a normal density truncated at SA.

If there is a finite probability that the allowable will be exceeded, it can be show

using a shiRed exponential distribution for the upper tail of the modfied distribution where

Ss S4, that the modtied density in that region is given by

{[ )}~&(,)_ qs>q exp S-S*.—
2

for S> SA
G. ‘

(5.5)

Here, the P(S > S~ is again given from Eqn. 5.3. The scale parameter a. for the shifted

exponential distribution is given by

where Se is the load effect in excess of the allowable, that is S= = S - SA, and J is the

unrnodtied normal density function.

Guedes Soares suggests, based on fits of the above model to two particular sets of

data the following values for the truncation factor T~:

● Tankers, T~= 0.5

● Containerships, TR= 0.25

Annual probabilities Q of exceedence of design still water “bending moment values for

large tankers were in the order of 0.01 in the laden conditioq and an order of magnitude

smaller in the ballast conditio~ see Table 5.2. While illustrated for bending moments, the

above approach can apply to any still water load or load effect.
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TabIe 5.2. Probability of Exceeding Design Still Water Bending Moment

ShipType Load Condition

Bulk carrier Ballast
Loaded

Small tanker Ballast
Loaded

Large tanker Ballast
Loaded

Q Hogging

0.0393
0.0003

0.0068
0.0000

0.0023
0.0000

5.4 Modeling Error in Hull Girder Wave Induced Loads

Q Sagging

0.0031
0.0031

0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0105

Usable data on modeling error related to hull girder wave induced vertical bending

moment amidships, quanttied by comparing linear strip theory predictions for the loading

against model test dat~ are summarized in Table 5.3. The data shown in the table are

selections from a more elaborate review given in SSC Report 363.

As the table clearly indicates, there am two p@ry sources of modeling error:

(a) Nordinearities not included in linear strip theory, producing dtierences in hogging

versus sagging.

(b) Other inaccuracies in liiear strip theo~.

The table provides modeling error data for response amplitude operators @respective of

frequency and heading), short term root mean square bending moment, and long term

extreme bending moment. In the case of the work of Guedes Soares (Ref. 5.7) shown in

the table, the strip theory used is that of %lvese~ Tuck and Faltinsen (5. 12); in the case of

Kaplan’s dat~ Ref. 5.4, the computer program SCORES was used.

Other less detailed trends of bias and COV considering measured and calculated rms

values as a fbnction of significant wave height, based on data in ISSC proceedhgs (5. 18),

shown plotted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, also show similar trends. The same ISSC study
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considered hog/sag nonlinearities for a particular vessel, both from measurements and by

calculations. This dat~ shown plotted in Fig. 5.3, also indicates the effect of nordinearities

to increase with significant wave height. The ISSC study suggested the following:

(a) Use a bias factor of 0.9 to correct for over predkting the loads due to assumption

of linearity in the higher seastates.

(b) In additioq use a conection factor of 1.15 to obtain sagging, and 0.85 to estimate

hogging bending moments.

Corrections (a) and (b) above should be multiplied together. Nordinearities are

particularly important in her forq higher speed, less wall sided vessels such as

containerships. It is worth noting that part of the modeling error typically quoted may

arise simply from amalgamation of dat~ e.g., lumping data related to all vessel types and

block coefficients under one heading and calculating an overall bias and COV. The other

trend worth mentioning is that the bias factor for a given block coefficient decreases with

increasing significant wave heights.

Almost all of the data on modeling errors pertaining to hull girder loads that could be

found were for midship vertical bending moments. While this is undoubtedly the most

impofiant case, there is need for similar data on other load components, e.g., horizontal

bending moments amidships,hull girder shear forces at quarter points of the vessel.
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Table 5.3

Item Bias Cov Ref.

Response amplitude (1.74 -0.93 CJ 0.37 5.7
operators, sagging x (1.22 -0.005 HJ

Response amplitude (0.26 + 0.93 Cd 0.37 5.7
operators, hogging x (1.22 -0.005 ~

Short term rrnS bending not stated 0.10 5.4
moment

Long term extreme not stated 0.15 warships 5.3
hnding moment 0.10 merchantships

Long term extreme 1.13 0.04 5.7
bending moment,
tankers, C~ = 0.80

Long term extreme 0.88 hogging 0.05 hogging 5.7
bending moment, 1.2 sagging 0.08 sagging
containerships, C~ = 0.60

Long term extreme 1.0 hogging 0.15 hogging 5.7
bending moment, any 1.2 sagging 0.08 sagging
ship, any block coefficient

Note: E&is significant wave height, meters. C~ is block coefficient.

5.5 Modeling Error in Local Pressures

We consider two seaway related steady state pressure loads. These are vessel

accelerations which result in internal cargo pressures, e.g., in oil tanks, and external

hydrodynamic pressures. There is no data available on modeliig errors related to the

former, while there is limited relevant data on external hydrodynamic pressures.

Both types of pressure loads are currently estimated based on linear strip theory based

ship motion computer programs. The degree of likely error on this account is greater in

the case of external pressures. Available evidence suggests that external hydrodynamic
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loads are somewhat diflicult to establish accurately, particularly locally. Nonhnearities,

particularly in way of the waterline, contribute to the error, presumably even with wave

profle related ad-hoc corrections made. Three dimensional effects neglected in strip

theory also contribute to the error, especially at the vessel ends.

Using hydrodynamic pressure measurements and related calculations given in an SSC

report by Chen et al. (5.13), Nikolaidis and Kaplan (5.5) estimated lower and upper

bounds for the bias in the head seas response amplitude operator for hydrodynamic

pressures for three Froude numbers, The range in the bias values is quite large, from 0.35

to 1.65. If one assumes a triangular distribution over this range, with its apex at the

midrange, 1.0, one obtains, from this limited informatio~ a mean bias of 1.0 and an

associated COV of 0.27.

That a mean bias close to unity is obtained is in fact surprising. Experience with

quasistatic structural analysis indicates that calculated 104 level lifetime extreme pressures

typically need to be multiplied by a bias factor of less than unity (e.g., 0.7) to give

reasonable combined stresses in parts of a tanker where they coexist.

In any event, additional data are needed on the modeling error related to pressure load

components. Similar data are also needed on transient pressure loads resulting from slam

events, and also the resulting hull girder loads.

5.6 Modeling Error in Approaches to Load Combination

Load combination approaches for purposes of structural design attempt to treat the

combmed effect of coexisting loads. Apait from the inaccuracies in prediction of the

individual load components, such procedures are also subject to errors in the load

combination techniques themselves.

The bias and COV of standard “rules” for combining loads was studied, in the context

of slamming and wave induced vertical bending moments, by Nkolaides and Kaplan (5.5).
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They obtained the data by comparing the rule performance against actual extreme values

obtained by a SCORES based simulation method developed by Kaplan. The following

were

●

●

●

Thus

the results:

Turkstra’s rule: Bias= 1.17, COV=O.11

Peak coincidence: Bias = 0.72, COV = 0.11

SRSS: Bias= 1.01, COV= 0.12

while Turkstra’s rule was optimistic, and the peak coincidence assumption

pessimistic, the Square Root of Sum of Squares method appeared to work the best. It is

to be noted that the above results pertain to the accuracy of simplified load combination

rules. The accuracy of the procedures for calculating the slamming loads and the wave

bending moment is not included.

The above data were obtained considering the performance of the load combination

rules in the case of wave induced vertical bending and slam moment combination. Such

pefiorrnance need also to be evaluated for other combined load cases of interest.

5.7 Modeling Errors in Structural Analysis

In many cases, it is ultimately the load effects (e.g., stresses) rather than the loads

themselves that are pertinent to structural safety. Hence, it is important to consider the

modeling errors related to the accuracy of structural an~ysis procedures.

In ship design, simplified structural analysis procedures such as those based on beam

theory, orthotropic plate theory, or grillage analysis, are used in the initial stages of desigq

with appropriate allowable. The design resulting from such procedures is typically (but

not always) checked using finite element analysis. In this se.ctio~ we review some usable

data on modeling errors in finite element analysis, developed in SSC-363. The same

report discusses errors in the simpler analysis procedures, which we do not review here.
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Uncertainties in tlnite element procedures primarily arise from modeling techniques,

boundary conditions, and discretization (mesh size). Hence, the modeling error

information provided should be viewed with some caution. The information was obtained

by comparing finite element analysis results for the SL-7 containership and model against

experimental measurements. The data used were developed by Elbatouti et al. (5.14),

Webster and Payer (5. 15), and Jan et al. (5.16). The results obtained are summarized in

Table 5.4.

The table indicates normal stresses to be predicted reasonably well by finite element

analysis. In fact, the authors of SSC-368 also indicate that, for normal stresses, beam

theory worked just as well, with a bias of 0.94 and a COV of 0.10. The bias of less than

1.0, implying that the finite element stresses are somewhat higher than the measured, may

not be typical since in most cases the mathematical model is somewhat stiffer than the real

structure. In comparison to the normal stresses, the shear and warping stresses are

comparatively more dficult to predict, and exhibit higher variability. The warping

stresses result partly from sudden changes in geomet~ and stifFness, e.g., at hatches. The

average bias values associated with the shear and warping stresses for torsion loading is

greater than unity, indicating that the finite element model is, in fact, stiffer than the real

structure as would be expected.

The above described data pertain to quasistatic fite element analysis. Similar data

need to be developed also for dynamic analyses used where the loads are transient in

nature ancUor when structural flexibility effects are important. Cases that one might

mention in this regard are analyses related to slam effects and tank sloshing loads.
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Table 5.4

Loading Stress Bias Cov

Pure longitudinal bending normal 0.93 0.12-0.17

Distributed torsioml moment shear 1.01 0.20

Distributed torsional moment normal warping 1.20 0.42

5.8 Modeling Errors in Fatigue Damage Prediction

In ship structures, fatigue damage calculations are based on S-N curves, and the damage is

calculated using Miner’s linear cumulative rule. The following are the main steps in the

analysis procedure:

(a)

@)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Description of the long term wave environment, e.g., by a scatter diagram of

seastates and associated probabilities.

Calculating the nominal loads imposed on the structure, and

Selection of appropriate S-N cuwes.

Calculating the related nominal and local stress range histogram due to the loads

imposed. This step may involve a multi-stage finite element analysis to obtain

local stress information consistent with the S-N curves (nominal stress or hot spot

stress) being used.

Calculation of fatigue damage.

The modeliig errors related to environmental description and the calculation of loads,

nominal loads, and nominal stresses have been previously described. The scatter in S-N

data is an important factor in fatigue reliability, but it is not a modeling error. Corrosion

introduces additional uncertainty in fatigue analysis, but this aspect is not considered here.

The following fatigue related modeling errors are treated in this section:
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(i) Uncertainties in the calculation of local stresses at stress concentrations.

(ii) Uncertainties due to correlation of adjacent stress peaks in a seastate, viewed in

the fatigue context.

(iii) Uncertainties due to inaccuracy of Miner’s linear cumulative damage rule.

Uncertm”ntk in the Calculation of Local Stresses

Depending on the S-N curve being used, the fatigue procedure may require the estimation

of very local stresses. In ships, such estimation is done primarily by finite element analysis

@EA), whereas in offshore structures, one tends more to use “canned” parametric

formulae for stress concentration factors. Compared to offshore structures, the ship FEA

attempts to both account for the global stress gradients in a complex structure, and also

the local stress gradients as necessary.

Modeling errors related to FEA for global stresses were previously described. Ship

Structure Committee Report 363 discusses some data related to FEA for local stress

concentrations in a liquid fuel rocket engine, where the stress concentration factor ranges

from 1.2 to 3.5, with a COV of roughly 0.15. This is also the magnitude of additional

COV that one would expect in FEA for local stresses in ship structures, i.e., the additional

uncertainty arising from finer mesh analyses that typically follow a coarse mesh FEA. E,

for example, the normal stresses from the coarse mesh FEA have a COV of 0.15, the total

structural analysis related modeling error COV is roughly 0.21.

Uncertainties Due to Correl~”on of Stress Peaks

We previously discussed the effect of correlation of adjacent wave load peaks in the

context of lifetime load extreme values, and stated that the likely effect was small (less

than 10’%o)in the extreme value magnitude. In the context of fatigue, the effect of

correlation of adjacent stress peaks on the calculated cumulative fatigue darnage was
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investigated by Nkolaides and Kaplan (5.5). In the long tenq for reasonable slopes of

stress range histograms and correlation coefficients less than 0.9, the effect is negkgibly

small, the maximum liiely COV of cumulative damage from this factor being about 0.03.

Uncertaintia Due to ilfmer’s Rule

The accuracy of Miner’s rule, and the effect of any inaccuracy on fatigue reliability

estimates has been extensively studied by Wirsching; see, for example, Refs. 5.8 and 5.7.

Figure 5.4, obtained from Wirsching, shows a plot of the cumulative dktribution function

of linear cumulative damage at failure from various investigators. Wirsching and Chen

(5. 17) suggest the use of a bias of 1.0 and COV of 0.30 for the modeling error due to

Miner’s rule inaccuracies. While further refinements may be possible, it is typically not

worthwhile as the effect of this source of uncertainty on fatigue reliability estimates is

small compared to other sources of modeling error, particularly those related to

inaccuracies in estimated stress ranges. This is because in the calculation of fatigue

damage, the stress range is raised to a power that is at least 3.0, magnifying the effect of

any errors in the stresses.

5.9 Equivalence of Two Approaches to Load Combination

In this section, we consider the equivalence of two approaches to load combination for

wave induced effects. The load source considered is a stationary zero mean Gaussian sea

state. The loads (and effects) considered can include vertical, horizontal and torsional

wave induced bending moments, local hydrodynamic pressures, and also springing.

Transient slam effects are spectically excluded.
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Methodl: The In-Phase Out-of-Phase Method

In this method, the combined stress transfer function is computed at each location of

interest in the structure for a range of frequencies. For each frequency, there are two

structural analysis load cases involved, with load components that are 90 degrees apart in

phase. These components include all the relevant load effects at the locatioq e.g., those

from vertical and horizontal bending moments, local hydrodynamic pressures, etc. The

stress transfer function amplitude is obtained as

where m is the radian frequency, and ROand Ri arethe stress values correspondhg to the

load excitation cases 90° apart in phase. The subscripts ‘o’and ‘i’have been used since the

corresponding load components are referred to as in-phase and out-of-phase values.

Once R(u) is determined for the range of frequencies of interest, the stress response

spectrum can be obtained by the standard input-output relationship:

S,(a) = R’(a) S(o)

where S’(aI) is the response spectrum for the stress, and S(O) is the spectral density for the

seastate. The mean square value of the stress response is then

and the various combined stress fractiles (highest l/m values) maybe obtained on the basis

of the Rayleigh or other applicable distribution. For example, the significant value of the

combined stress amplitude is given by 2.W for the Rayleigh distribution.

As previously noted, this method requires treatment of two structural analysis load

cases for each frequency for any location of interest in the structure. It is a direct
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treatment of load combination and will work for any number of loads arising from a

common seaway. The effect of phasing between the different load components is

preserved by the consideration of the in-phase and out-of-phase load components. The

method is one suitable for structural analysis. It was developed, and has been extensively

used by ABS as early as 1987 for the fatigue analysis of a number of ships and SWATH

vessels; see Ref. 5,19. Applications routinely considered both hull girder and local

hydrodynamic pressure related stress components.

Method 2: The K Factor Method

This design oriented method was developed by Mansour (5.20). The ship is treated as a

set of multiple linear time invariant systems, each representing a particular load (e.g.,

bending moment), the stress components from each load being additive (with the correct

phase) at any location in the vessel structure.

The K factor method, dealt within Chapter 3, can be summarized as follows.

Two load case:

Three load case:

where~ are the individual maximum or extreme stress components, and f= is the combined

stress. The correlation factors KUdepend on the correlation coefficients ~j) between two

stress components i andj and also on the ratio of the stress components rl = f2/J1 and r2 =

fi(fl. The factors K for the two load case and K12 and Klq for the three load case are

provided in design charts (see Figure 3.2 and Appendix E).
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The K-factor method and the “in-phase out-of-phase” methods for combhing stresses

are essentially identical since both are based on the same assumptions for linear systems.

The K-factor method assumes that the band width parameter of each stress is less than

0.65 which is met in ahnost all practical cases. The advantage of the K-factor method

however is that it is cast in a format that can be easily used in design. When the extreme

stress components ~. are obtained, the combined stress fc can be easily determined using

typical values for the K-factors given in this report for each load combination case. A

more accurate estimate” of the combined stress can be made fkom the design charts

provided that the correlation coefficient (@ between any two load components are

known. These correlation coefficients can be either determined from available information

in the literature and in this report or from the transfer function of each load component

(see Chapter 2). The transfer fimction of each load component is usually calculated by a

ship motion (strip theo~) computer prograrry and there is no need for any modification of

these programs. However, the stress in the desired d~ection must be determined from the

load using appropriate conversion factor, e.g., the section modulus in case of converting a

moment to stress. The appropriate K-factor can then be determined from the provided

design charts using the calculated correlation coefficients.

Currently, details of the K factor method have been developed for either two or three

load components, which is adequate for practical use. The procedure can be extended to

more than three load components if necessaty.
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Lkt of Figures

Figure 5.1. Bias on Midship Vertical Wave Bending Moment (ISSC Study).

Figure 5.2. COV of Bias in Midship Vertical Wave Bending Moment (ISSC Study).

Figure 5.3. Hog/Sag Vertical Wave Bending Moment Nonlinearity (ISSC Study).

Figure 5.4. Uncertainty in Miner’s Rule (Wirsching Study).
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6.IMPACT OF OPERATIONAL FACTORS
ON DESIGN LOADS

In this chapter, we consider the impact of operational factors and operator discretion on

ship design loads and load criteria. Operational factors that affect loads on vessels include

ship routing and storm avoidance, and heavy weather countermeasures such as changes in

vessel heading and speed. Phenomena contributing to ship local loads, in particular

S1amming and acceleration related inertial loads, are very speed and headkig sensitive. The

discussion concerns primarily extreme loads.

6.1 Storm Avoidance and Ship Routing

In merchantships, a part of the effect of storm avoidance is implicitly built into today’s

design criteri~ perhaps more unintentionally than intentionally. Consider, for example, the

fact that visual data on significant wave heights and characteristic wave periods for the

North Atlantic is widely used in ship design and developing structural design criteria for

oceangoing merchantships. For unrestricted semice, datig such as that contained in

BMT’s Global Wave Atlas, are for the most part obtained from voluntary reports from

ships transiting the North Atlantic. Such ships can and do avoid severe storms that may

develop. This leads to a “bias” in such dat~ which becomes evident if one compares loads

developed from them with hindcast or measured data for the same routes.

Aside from wave data itse~ one can argue that design criteria for merchantships, that

have evolved over time, contain within them the effects of storm avoidance simply because

the amalgamated ship experience base on which such data rests contains such effects. A

usually beni~ but unavoidable side effect of this amalgamation is that on certain routes,

the calculated loads on ships in ocean semice can in fact be greater than those for their

nominal design environment, the North Atlantic. The margin in design criteria covers any
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undesirable effects of such dtierences insofar as extreme loads are concerned, but the hull

structure in such cases may need spectic consideration for fatigue, e.g., by procedures

such as in (6.11) or (6.12). One possible but undesirable way to avoid such differences is

to go toward a route specific desi~ rather than to design vessels for “unrestricted

service”.

Ship routing essentially systematizes storm avoidance, Not all merchantships are

routed, and, even when routing tiormation is available, it is possible in some cases for

commercial concerns to negate any benefits of it. It is also possible that errors may result

in forecastinga storm severity and location. Any beneficial effects of ship routing are in a

sense similar to those obtainable from hull sumeilkmce systems, in tha~ where routinely

and diligently used, there is a benefit to be derived provided the data are correct.

Many ships are still designed for a standard wave of length approximately equal to ship

length with a predefine height. There is a rational basis for selecting a design wave of a

length close to the ship length, in that such waves result in the worst sea loads, and seas

do contain waves of all periods and lengths. The height of the design wave, however, is

simply an experience based “bending moment coefficient”. The standard wave based

design criteria are applicable to any ship, which implies that effects of storm avoidance and

ship routing are again essentially an inseparable put of the load criteria.

The probabilistic design procedures of Phase 3 would aim for predefmed target safety

levels (nominal probabilities of failure). These target levels would, to a large extent, be

based on a body of vessel experience that is considered acceptable. The design wave

environment for vessels intended for unrestricted ocean transit will, following today’s

practice, be the North Atlantic, with no specfic intention of route specific design as a

general approach and no general acceptance of storm avoidance and ship routing as

factors that quanttiably reduce design requirements.
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6.2 Heavy Weather Countermeasures

There are essentially three types of counteractions to heavy weather that are relevant to

our study:

(a) Course changes, i.e., changes in vessel heading

(b) Voluntaq reduction in speed

(c) Involuntary speed reduction.

Data on Cou~e and Speed Changes

Course changes are made in order to ease vessel motions and avoid local damage. The

primary reason course changes affect motions and loads is because of the resulting change

in encounter frequen~ in comparison to the vessel heave, pitch and rollnatural

frequencies. To obtain an idea of relative headings conditional on significant wave height,

we reproduce, as Tables 6.1 and 6.2, data obtained from Guedes Soares, Ref. 6.1. The

first table is an amalgamation of data published by Aertsse~ Refs. 6.2-6.6. This table isof

interest primarily because it provides data on likely vessel headings in the more severe sea

states. The table is not spectic to a particular wave environment, but can be said to be

characteristic of how a merchant vessel maybe handled. The second table is for the North

Atlantic, and is original data (for bulk carriers) collected by Soares from Moller. Both

tables present an interesting fact, that in severe seas, vessels are likely to be more aligned

in the head seas duection. Beam seas in particular are avoided because of the resulting

(large) roll motion. Also, the headings are more uniformly distributed in the less severe

sea states where the vessel spends most of its time.

Effect on Slam Lo&

Course and speed changes significantly affect slamming occurrence and related effects

such as hull girder stresses, and related local stresses. Some very relevant data in this
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regard is available from MacLean and Lewis (6.13), for the 500 ft.

transiting the North Atlantic at a relatively light draft of 18 ft.; the

long Wolverine State

vessel depth is 54 ft.,

and the design draft is about 33 ft. The following are some results from the study:

(a)

@)

(c)

There was a signMcant amount of speed reduction even in the lower seastates, on

account of slamming, e.g., from 17 knots to as low as 4 knots in Beaufort 4 seas.

The distribution of ship speeds when slamming occurs is shown in Figure 6.1.

The distribution of the frequency of slamming per unit time versus the Beaufort

number is shown in Figure 6.3. The differences between the data for dfierent

Beaufort numbers is not large. There is, however, a tendency for the vessel to be

handled in such a manner that slam occurrences reduce somewhat in the more

severe seastates. This may be due to “occasional extra severe slams, shipping

water, or excessive ship motions” “m such seas, with the master responding

accordkqgly with course and speed changes (6.13).

The distribution of frequency of slamming per unit time, versus ship heading, is

shown in Figure 6.3. The vessel tended to be al@ed more often toward head seas

when slamming occurred, but the plot shows data ‘normalized to the same total

time at each heading, from head to beam seas. No slamming occurred at other

headings.

(d) The average rms values of the total stress, & consisting mostly of wave induced

bending stress, is shown plotted in Figure 6.4 against the Beaufort number. The

trend line indicates the stress to increase with Beaufort number. Figure 6.5 shows

the trend of average slam stress with Beaufort number to be surprisingly flat,

however, at least insofw as midship hull girder stress is concerned.



Table 6.1 Relative Headings as a function of Wave Height

No.of
Hwm Head Bow Beam Quarter FOI1OW Oba.

0.0--1.5
1.5-3.0
3.()-4.5
4.5-6.0
6.0-7.5
7.69.0
9.0-10.5
10.5-12.0
12.0-13.5
13.5-15.0

0.200
0.345
0.422
0.246
0.360
0.667
0.000
1.000
Looo
1.000

0.122
0.333
0.277
0.246
0.200
0.111
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.122
0.126
0.108
0.049
0.080
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.367
0.034
0.048
0.180
0.080
0.111
0.000
moo
O.000
0.000

0.189
0.161
0.145
0.279
0.280
0.111
0.00’0
0.000
0.000
0*000

90
87
83
61
25
9
0
1
1
2

AllH, 0.3260.234 0.100 0.150 0.189
No.ofOhs. 117 84 36 54 68 359

Note: Aertssen’s Data as reported in Ref. 6.1
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Table 6.2 Relative Headingsvs Wave Height forthe North Atlantic

No.of
H.m Head Bow Beam Quarter Follow Ok

0.5-1.5 0.750 0.000 0.250 0.000 O.OW 4
1.5-2.5 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.000 4
2.5-3.5 0.406 0.1560.063 0.000 0.375 32
3.5-4.5 0.500 0.077 0.154 0.115 O.lM 26
4.5-5.5 0.591 0.273 0.045 0.000 0.091 22
5.5-6.5 1.0000.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
6.5-7.5 1.0000.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
All H, 0.511 0.1440.111 0.033 0.200 1.000

No.of ObS. 46 13 10 3 18 90

Note: Moller’s data as reported in Ref. 6.1
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The apparent conclusionfrom theabovedataisthatthemastertendsto handlethe

vesselin such a manner thatthe slam frequencyand the resultingstresses(or slam

severity)k relativelyinsensitiveto seaseverity.The above conclusionisofinterestto

merchantshipdesigrqbutcanbe criticizedinthesensethatitpertainsonlyto one vessel.

In navalvessels,which insome casesmay have lessflexibilityregardingheavyweather

countermeasures,thesametrendsmay or may not apply.

Criten”afor Speed Redkction and Coune Changes

Regarding speed reductio~ two types are possible. The firstk due to added resistance

and related reduction in propulsive efficiency in waves. The second is a voluntary speed

reduction to ease ship motions. The first is a “natural”effect that occurs in seas of all

severities. The second depends on the mastefs judgement, and is essentially taken in

severe seas. The first is potentially calculable, e.g., Ref. 6.7. The second requires more

empirical data. Figure 6.6, based on Gerritsmaet al. (Ref. 6.8), shows the natural ship

speed reduction as a fiumtion of wave height, derived from semice data collected in the

North Atlantic.

In heavy weather, the first option available to the vessel master is speed reduction.

Next is to change course, and, if these do not lead to satisfactory reduction in motions or

slamming, the ship may be let to heave to with the engines stopped (6.1). In so fw as

headings, the leastprefemed in severe seas is beam seas, followed by quartering seas.

previously noted, ahead seasorientationk more likely to be chosen in rough weather.

From Aertsen’s data on full scale trials, Refs. 6.2 to 6.6, Ochi (Ref. 6.9) notes

following criteriafor voluntary speed reduction in a seaway:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Vessel slams appreciably 3 times in every 100 pitch oscillations.

Significant value of bow acceleration reaches 0.4 g in amplitude.

Deck wetness occurs 7 times in every 100 pitch oscillations.

As

the
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(d) Number of propeller emergences reaches a certain limit. .

Items (a), (b) and (d) are important in light drti conditions, while (c) and also (b) are

importantat laden draft. The dammingreferredto above are “appreciableslams”, defined

by Ochi to be impact at Station 3 (21 station basis); he notes that impact forward of

Station 2 does not appearto cause appreciablehull response.

A method for limiting vessel speed to tolerable values based on the likelihood of

bottom plating damage is also available,Ref 6.10. The likelihood of darnagedepends on

the margin between the extreme impact pressures and plate strength. Figure 6.7, from

Ref. 6.10, indicates results of such an analysisfor a Marinerhull.

Impact on Design Critem”a

Heavy weather countermeasuresdo tiect ship loads. Loads manifested as internal local

pressures due to accelerations or SIamming are more tiected than hull girder loads. It is

not altogether clear that such countermeasures necessarily reduce loads, Ref. 6.1, based

on a simple sirnilation study of the effect of course changes on the wave induced vertical

bending moment indicates, for example, that in ships of 135 meters (443 feet) or less,

increased alignment with head seas may in fact increase short

perhaps 25% compared to a design case that assumes uniform

increase is negl@ible for vessels of 200 m (656 ft.) or more.

term bending moments

relative headings. The

While countermeasures data is not available for accelerations, and local pressure loads,

it is reasonable that they too may not always reduce in vessels of all sizes. This indicates a

need for further study regarding the effect of speed and course changes on local and global

loads, particularly in the smaller, fme fo~ mval vessels.

The probabilistic design criteria of Phase 3 will be based on target safety indices

derives from comparable past experience. Such safety indices will the% to an extent,

implicitly contain within them the effects of heavy weather countermeasures.
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however, that the effect of such countermeasures is not the same for all vessel sizes.

There is thus a need, particularly for the. smaller, oceangoing naval vessels, to adequately

study and quantify the effect of heavy weather countermeasures. Supplemental

seakeeping and slamming analyses for defining the speed-heading-seastate operability

envelope in such vessels is also desirable.
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7.SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS

Several aspects of load combinations have been developed in this project. A lot of work

still needs to be done. In particular a need exists for further research in the area of non-

linear response and its impact on load combinations. Several aspects of slarnming need

additional researc~ including refined estimates of its magnitude and its impact on fatigue.

Because of this and other factors, it is necessary to use reliability and probabilistic

methods in design in order to analyze and reflect the uncertainties associated with design

parameters.

Based on the procedures developed in this project on load combinations and on

existing work in the literature, recommendations are now made. Two levels of analysis

are usually required in practice, as follows:

1.

2.

Design oriented formulations: These are formulations which are used for

preliminmy estimates of load combinations, mostly to determine minimum

scantlings and to develop the design further. These formulations must be simple

and must, to a large extent, be independent of detailed

which is usually not available at early stages of a design.

or specific information

Analysis oriented procedures: These are more accurate formulations and

procedures for load mmbinations that may be used to check the adequacy of a

completed preliminary design or an existing marine structure. This “check

analysis” may depend on more detailed information on the structure and the

operation profile.

Our recommendations for each of these two types of formulations (design and check

analysis) are summarized below. More detailed information can be found in the main part

of the report.
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7.1 Design Oriented Formulations for Preliminary Estimates of Load
Combinations (Except Slamming and Fatigue)

The following siiple K-factor formulation developed by Mansour (7. 1,7.2) and further

developed and simpltied for design oriented estimates in this project is recommended.

For two or three load combinations, the recommended format is as follows:

Two load case:

Three load case:

L“fl+Kh A ~h (7.1)

~=&+Kl,&+K,s& fl ~h >h (7.2)

where f= is the combined load effect, i.e., stress or deflection and fl, f2 and f3 are individual

extreme stress (or deflection) components associated with extreme loads or bending

moments acting on the structure.

The K’s depend, in principle, on the stress ratios

.& and r,=~
‘2 fl A

and the correlation coefficient py between the stress components. Both r2 and rg are less

than one. In the absence of information on the correlation coefficients, the following

typical values of the K-factor

combined load effects in ships,

apply to large oceangoing ships,

(7.3)

may be used for preliminary (rough) estimates of the

Tables 7.1 and 7.2. Except as noted, tabulated values

e.g., tankers.
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Table 7.1. Suggested Values for the K-Factors, Two Load Case - Equation 7.1

.-.

Two Load Combination Cases - Equation 7.1 K

1, Primary vertical and primary horizontal bending stresses 0.602

2. Primary vertical and primary springing stresses I 0.2”51

3. Primary vertical and local plate or beam stress due to pressure 0.702

Note: lApplies to Great Lakes Bulk Carriers.
2For large oceangoing ships, e.g., tankers.

Table 7.2. Suggested Values for the K-Factors, Three Load Case - Equation 7.2

Three Load Combination Cases - Equation 7.2 K12 K13

1. Primary vertic~ primary horizontal and primary NA1 ~Al

torsional stresses

2. Primary vertical, primary horizontal and local plate or 0.402 0.552
beam stress due to pressure

Note: lNA denoted “not available”.
zFor large oceangoing ships, e.g., tankers.

If the values of the correlation coefficients “pi for a spectic design can be estimated

at an early stage, more accurate estimates of the K-factors can be determined from the

design charts provided in Figure 3.2 for the two load case, and Appendix E for the three

load case. In the latter design charts %2 = K12and ~ = K13.

The formulations given by equations (7.1) and (7.2) are best used in connection with

probabilistic analysis or reliability methods since the K-factors are based on probabilistic

analysis. In this case, the individual stress components should be given extreme value

distributions (see reference 7.3 or 7.4) and the K-factors are to be assumed normally

distributed. The modeling error associated with the K-factors which are derived on the

basis of linear theory should have a bias of 0.9 and a coefficient of variation of 0.25. This
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modeling error is based on

situations. Note that it does

stress components.

past experience with reliability amlysis for comparable

not pertain to modeling errors in estimating the individual

7.2 Analysis Oriented Procedure for Checking Structure Under Load
Combinations (Except Slamming and Fatigue)

The simple format given by equations (7.1) and (7.2) is also recommended in the analysis

oriented procedure. However, a more accurate detmnination of the K-factor is now

possible for a completed design or an existing ship using a ship motion program for

determining the transfer functions of each individual load or stress. The K-factors can be

determined as follows.

Two Load Case - Equ&”on (Zl):

[
K=: (l+r2+2gJ,2r)%-1 1

where r=&& = stress ratio <1

and py for long crested seas is given by

(7.4)

(7.5)

whereas, in short crested seas, pv is given by

gJ = +J’j {(Re Hi q a-p)~(tq a-,u) }S(qp)dodp (7.6)
# J –m..2 o

~(~) and S(co,v) are long and short crested sea spectr~ respectively, ~ is wave

spreading angle, Hi(qa) is the frequency response finction (transfer function) of an
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individual stress component “i”, ct is the heading angle of ship relative to waves, o is

frequency, ~i is the standard deviation (rms value) of stress due to load component “i”,

Re{”} indicates the real part and H~~) is the conjugate of the complex frequency response

function.

The~l and~z appearing in equation (7.1) are to be taken as the most probable extreme

values of individual stress components 1 and 2, respectively, in the considered design sea

state, see reference (7.3) or (7.4). Here aga@ it is best to use this load combination

model in a probabilistic rather than deterministic sense. In this case, fl or ~2 follows an

extreme value distribution

in the design sea state,

with mean equal to the most probable extreme value calculated

see reference (7.3). The factor K is to be taken normally

distributed and the associated modeling error is to have a basis of 0.9 and a coefficient of

variation of 15 percent. Modeling error associated with~l and~z due to non-linearities of

the response should be accounted for separately, see reference (7.5).

Three Load Case - Equation %2:

The K-factors in equation (7.2) can be determined from:

‘,2=+2+1-Y)
r2+l

m13+l– —
r3 )

‘2=[1+[$J+[:J+2A2

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)
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‘3=[1’[+J+[:J+2A3(7.10)

The plz, pl~ and pz~are to be determined by equation (7.5) for long crested seas or (7.6)

for short crested seas. Note that Ulzis,equal to & and al~ is the same as d& given in

Figure 3.3.

The discussion at the end of the two load case regarding the distributions of the stress

components~ and the K factors is valid for the three load case also.

The two and three load cases discussed above should cover all load combinations

shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.

It should be noted that the frequency response function is readily computed in many

ship motion computer programs for individual load (rather than stress) components, e.g.,

primary vertical, horizontal and torsional moments as well as external dynamic pressure.

These individual “load” frequency response functions must be converted to stress

frequency response functions by multiplying by an appropriate conversion factor, e.g., by

one over a section modulus, to convert a moment to a stress. All stress components must

beat the same location and in the same direction. In the case of a stress component due

to external pressure, only the dynamic part of the pressure (i.e., excludlng still water

pressure) is to be used as outliied in more detail in Section 3.3,1 of the report.

An important factor in the above load combination procedure is the correlation

coefficient p between the various load components. Systematic studies of load correlation

in oceangoing vessels need to be undertake~ considering vessel type, speed, headiig,

location along vessel lengt~ and wave energy spreading.

7.3

It is

Combination of Slamming and Wave Induced Vertical Bending
Stresses

also important to consider two levels of analysis when combining slamming with

vertical wave bending stresses, The first is a design oriented formulation to be used for
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preliminary estimates, whereas the second is an analysis oriented procedure that may be

used to check the adequacy of a design or an existing ship.

7.3.1 Design Oriented Formulation for Combining Slamming and Vertical Wave
Bending Stresses

Based on the work and example given by Ferro and Mansour (7.6) and on the recent work

and example given by Friis-Hansen (7.7) and on the simulation comparisons conducted by

Nikolaides and Kaplan (7.8), the following simple formulation is recommended for rough

estimates of the combined effect of slamming and primary vertical bending stresses:

where ~1 is an extreme wave bending stress and ~. is an extreme slamming stress. The

factor K depends only on the stress ratio r, in effect considering ~1 and ~z to be

uncorrelated:

‘“w+’]
and

,=”L—<1
“fl

Thus for:

r=O.1 K = 0.05

r = 0.2 K= O.1O

r = 0.4 K= O.19

r = 0.6 K = 0.28

(7.12)

Equations (7. 11) and (7. 12) are best used in probabilistic rather than deterministic

analysis. In this case~l and~z should be given extreme value distributions and the factor K

is taken normally distributed with a bias of 1.0 and a coefficient of variation of 25 percent.
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7.3.2 Analysis Oriented Procedure for Combining Slamming and Vertical Wave
Bending Stresses

A time histo~ based analysis may be necessary for more accurate estimates of the

combined stress. A proposed procedure has been developed in this project and is

described in detail in Section 3.1.4 of this report.

The basic procedure involves the determination of the combined stress based on

tjpical time histories of the wave induced and slam induced stress. The total stress is

formulated as the wave bending stress amplitude (peak) plus a slamming contribution

given by the magnitude of the decay envelope of the slamming stress at the instant of time

when the bending stress has a peak value, see Section 3.1.4. This formulation is likely to

overestimate the magnitude of the combined stress and some calibration with experimental

data may be necessary. The probability distribution of the combined stress should be

determined using first order reliability methods (FORM) via a procedure outlined in

Section 3.1.4. Procedures for obtaining the extreme value distribution of stress in a

seastate have also been developed. The resulting combined stress distributions may be

used directly in reliability analysis.

Current technology is lacking in many areas of slamming, particularly as to slam

induced whipping and the joint probability density of slam and wave indue~ stresses.

Research is recommended in these areas.

7.4 Fatigue Loads and Load Combinations

Two levels of amilysis are also proposed for the treatment of fatigue in ship structure. The

first is a simple design oriented formulation while the second is a more elaborate analysis

procedure.
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7.4.1 Design Oriented Fatigue Assessment

,-.

In this simple method, the Weibull distribution is used to characterize the total stress range

at a detail. The Weibull shape parameter can be taken to depend on ship length and

location of the detail in the ship, following Ref. 4.4 and an A13SGuide (Ref. 4.3). The

extreme stress range the structure is likely to be subjected to during the design life can be

then calculated using appropriate design load cases. An estimate of the number of stress

cycles during design life is made. An appropriate S-N curve is then selected and the

fatigue darnage is then easily calculated from equation (4.7) or (4.8). Full details of the

procedure are given in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of the report.

7.4.2 Analysis Oriented Procedure Using Spectral Fatigue Analysis

This more accurate analysis procedure entails the following steps:

. Description of the service profile, includlng the loading condkions and the long

term wave environment (scatter diagram).

● Calculation of ship motions, sealoads and local hydrodynamic pressures in a

seaway, the related structural response, and local stress range transfer functions.

● Obtaining the stress range response spectra for each wave spectrum of the scatter

diagram. The short term response statistics and the associated probability density

function (pall) of the stress range (response) are then obtained.

. The long term probability density fimction is obtained as the weighted sum of the

various short term stress range probability density functions.

● Fatigue damage is then calculated for the structural detail situation of interest,

whose fatigue performance is characterized by an appropriate S-N curve.

The above procedure is shown in a flow chart form in Figure 4.5. Full details of the

procedure are given in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 of the report.
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Where:

~ = combined stress

fl, f2,f3 = maximum individual stresses

-’(~,+’+&2= correlation factor - ~

h~ ;(;,+l~]= correlation factor = –

“([)
)

1
* 1 r3 2 2p~ r3

= l+~+fi +—
r3 2

+ zpls~ + zP23~
% r2 r2 r2

r2=ffll= stress ratio

r3=ffil = stressratio

P123P13~~d P23areco~elation~efficients thatare
determined as in the two load case.

Thecomelationfactors& arefunctionof plz p13, pm, r2,andr3.

Figure 3.3 Summary of Approach, Three Correlated Wave Loads
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Figure 3.6 Combination of Slam Tkansient with Wave Induced Stress
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APPENDIX A

THE WEN LOAD COINCIDENCE METHOD

The load coincidence method and related concepts developed by Y. K. Wen constitute a

powerful approach to the treatment of load combinations. In this section we discuss two

relevant concepts central to the load coincidence approach, namely the Poisson pulse

process and the intermittent continuous random process (ICP). The load coincidence

method as applied to two Poisson pulse procmses is then described. The approach

adopted herein is to present relevant concepts and results. A detailed treatment may be

found in Ref. A. 1.

1. POISSON PULSE PROCESS

In a Bernoulli sequence of load occurrences, if the time interval tends to zero and number

of intervals tends to infinity, what results is a Poisson process. There are three

characteristics to such a process:

(i) Any given load occurrence time is equally likely (i.e., the process is stationary).

(i) One occurrence is independent of another, i.e., the process is memoryless.

(i@ Only one occurrence is possible at any given time,

For a simple Poisson process, the interamival times are exponentially distributed with a

mean rate ~ per unit time. The exponential density is given by

“m= a exp[-fi] (1)

The duration of the pulses is exponentially distributed, with mean value Wd. The

probability that the process is ‘on’at any given time is characterized by kp~. If k~~ = 1,

the process reduces to a Poisson square wave that is always “on”; if k~~ <<1, load pulses

A-1
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are briefi if L is finite, but p~ = O, we have a spike process. Thus k~~ is a measure of

process sparseness.

The pulse height within any occurrence (’on’time) has a probability densi~/X(x). The

CDF of the maximum value of a rectangular pulse process over time (O,T) is given

approximately by

F,(r)s exp{-AT(l-~ (r))}

for large r, F“(x) being the CDF of the pulse height density.

2. INTERMITTENT CONTINUOUS PROCESS

(2)

We consider a special case of the intermittent continuous process (ICP), where, if the

pulse is “on”, we have a stationary Gaussian process with a given power spectral density

superimposed on the rectangular pulse intensity, i.e., the pulse height is the mean of a

Gaussian process. The distribution of the maximum value of the ICP is give% from Ref.

Al, by

(3)

for large r. Here ~x~(r) is the CI)F of the within occurrence maximum value X~. The

above expression gives the maximum value over the time (O,T), 1.being the rate of arrival

of the. composite ICP pulses over the given time T.

For a within-occurrence piecewise stationary Gaussian process, the maximum value

over a given period of time d is give% based on a Poisson assumptio~ by:

(4)
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The above equation assumes large ‘r’ and that upcrossings

occurrence” Gaussian random process is a Poisson process.

6Xare defined as follows:

of high levels by the “within

The parameters VO,d, VX~d

arrival rate of the Gaussian process peaks with positive slope

duration of the ICP pulse; can be a random variable, or a constant mean value

mean of the Gaussian random process

standard deviation of the Gaussian random process.

The above parameters can depend on a variable “~’, e.g., the seastate significant wave

height which has its own probability distribution in the long tenq although as written

above, the equation for ~x~(r) does not include that possibility.

3. EXTENSION TO NON-STATIONARY PROCESSES

The Poisson approximation may be extended to a non-stationary process using a time

dependent uncrossing rate:

where v(x,~) is the rate of uncrossing corresponding to level x at time r For a zero mean

Gaussian process, v(x,~) is obtainable in close form (A.3).

4. LOAD COINCIDENCE OF TWO PULSE PROCESSES

Consider two independent Poisson pulse processes, Sl(f) and Sz(i). Define, over the time

inteival (O,T),
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R(t) = S,(t) + &(t)

~ = max[$(t)]

& = max[$(l)]

% = m@&(t)]

Note that fllz(t) is the coincidence process, representing parts of the combined process

where coincidence occurs.

In Ref. A. 1 it is shown that since SI(t) and Sz(t) are independent, and since the

coincidence process is a random sampling from a pooled process consisting of S1(I) and

&(t), the coincidence pulse process ~lz(~) is also a Poisson pulse process with mean

occurrence rate

(5)

where the Zi are the individual mean occurrence rates, and Vdjare the individual mean

durations. The valklity of this equation has been checked using Monte Carlo simulations

by We% Ref. A.2 and the equation appears to work well in most engineering situations of

interest. It may also be noted that if k~~~i= 1, i.e., when we have Poisson square wave

processes that are always “on”, the given mean rate equation is exact. Wen has also

shown that the mean duration of the coincidence pulses is

‘d”‘755-) (6)

Whh the mean occurrence rate and mean duration defined, the CDF of the maximum of

the coincidence process over time (O,T) is given by

FR,2= exp[-A12 T(l-&(r))] (7)
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for larger. Here Fxll(r) istheconditional probability that ris not exceeded given the

coincidence.

The cumulative dh-ibution function of the maximum value of the combined process

R(t) = Sl(t) + $(t) overthe time interval (O,T) is obtained from

q“(r)+~<r)=q(~ <r)(-)(&<r)n(q, <r)]
(8)

= P(% <r) F@ <r) P(q, <r)

where Rm= max[$(t) + $(~)], and assumingindependenceof 111,Rz and Rlq processes.

Since Rlz is in realhy positively correlated with RI and Rz, the equation for ~~~(r) given

above overestimates the probabtity of threshold exceedence, i.e., it is conservative. For

large r,

(9)

in which Fx*(r) is the condkional threshold exceedence probability, 1 - ~~r), given

occurrence or coincidence. This equation for&&) follows from the previous equation.

If the two processes are sparse, the CDF of l?. is generally dominated by the first two

terms of the equation at low threshold levels and the third at high thresholds. If one of the

processes is always “on”, e.g., if klw~l = 1, S2never occurs alone, and coincidence always

occurs. In this case,

F%s F(R, <r) F(R1,< r)

s exp[-ll T F-lb(r)- A,, T FX,,*]
(lo)

If for both processes, @d= 1, i.e., both processes are always “on”, then
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F& (r)= P@,, < r) E exp[-A1, T F..,,”(r)] (11)

The accuracy of the CDF ofll~ as given by the above equations has been verified by Wen

using Monte Carlo simulation and other available analytical results. Accuracy is good

regardless of the sparsity of the processes, and always on the conservative side. Wen’s

studies also confirm that neglecting load coincidence can lead to significant errors at high

threshold levels.

The above load coincidence analysis considered two Poisson pulse processes. Such

analyses have also been developed for linear combinations of intermittent continuous

processes, and for linear combinations of pulse and intermittent processes. Further, the

load coincidence method has been extended by Wen, Ref. A. 1, for the consideration of

multiple load and load effect combination, and for load dependencies including clustering

within loads and also correlations among loads. Methods for the treatment of within

occurrence load nonstationarity have also been developed by Wen. In

engineering treatment of load combination for extreme loads, the Wen

method offers perhaps the most comprehensive treatment available.

summary, for an

load coincidence
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APPENDIX B

COMBINING SLAMMING AND WAVE INDUCED STRESSES
BY THREE PAR4METER WEIBULL FITS

To perform reliability analysis on the basis of service measurements, a

Weibull probability density function may be fitted to the histogram

(amplitudes). The histogram may represent

● Combined stresses (slam plus wave)

● Wave induced stress alone

. Slam stress alone

three parameter

of stress peaks

Figure B. 1 from Ref. B. 1 illustrates the combined stress and the slam and wave induced

stresses for a bulk carrier. The following text illustrates fitting the Weibull dkibution

using the combined stress X~,ias an example. Two cases are considered, with the three

parameter Weibull lower limit ~0either known or unknown.

CASE: Known Lower Limit &

In this case, the probabilitydensity function and distributionfunction for X~,jis given by

fxsJ=:[~~e.P[-(+y]> .>,CI

[( )]

f
X–{.

~x~,(x)=1- exp – —
k’

X>{.

=0 otherwise

From the fist two moments of the three parameter Weibull distribution, it is possible to

determine the values of-!?and k. To obtain the first two moments, we may use the fact,

derived in text books on statistics, that if the Weibull density were of the form
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p=,(x’)= ex‘~-1exp(-x’() , x >0

the r-th moment about zero of the variable x’ above is given by

Note that moments for the three parameter Weibull density we are interested in may be

obtained from the moments for the above single parameter Weibull density by using the

transformation x=&O + k x’.

The fist moment about zero for the three parameter Weibull is then

E(x) = go+k E(f)

The second moment about zero is

E(X2)=I?(<O+kx’)2
=&2 +k’ E(x’2)+2 k & E(x’)

“J+k2r(3)+2k’J(i+l)
The variance is then

d =E(X2)-[E(X)]2

‘k’r(t+’)-k’F(i+’)]
which is the same as that for a conventional two parameter Weibull density with&= O.

The two d~erent Weibull parameters k and ~ must be obtained by equating E(x) and

E(xq) of it to the corresponding moments for the combined stress histogram and solving
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the resulting equations iteratively. The mean and variance may also be equivalently used

for the purpose. Note that the conventional two parameter Weibull density (~ = O) reverts

to the Rayleigh ifk = = and 1 = 2, and to the exponential density ifk = k and 4=1.

CASE: Unknown Lower Limit &

h this more general case, the lower limit & must also be estimated. This necessitates a

third condition where either the E(xs) or the skewness of the three parameter Weibull

density is equated to the corresponding quantity for the combined stress histogram.

The third moment about zero, for the three parameter Weibull density, is given by

E(x’)=E(go +m’)’

= go’+k3E(x’3)+3k’go E(x”) +3k&%(x’)

where x’ is related to x by x = ~0+ h’. Substituting for E(X’~

~x3)=fo’+k3r(:+1)+3k2’++
To obtain the skewness, the third moment about the mean value is determined:

E(X-P)3 = E(x3)-3E(x)E(x2 )+2[E(x)]3

which may be evaluated by substituting for E(x), E(xz) and E(xs) from previous

expressions. The skewness, which is a measure of symmetry of the distribution about the

mean value (skew = Ois symmetric) is given by

~= E(x -A)’
d
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where a is the standard deviation.

The three conditions obtained by equating the first three moments of the combined

stress histogram to those of the three parameter Weibull density may then be solved to

obtain the parameters of the Weibull density, namely ~, k and 1. An aspect worth noting

is that fitting a three parameter Weibull density, while a reasonable choice, is not an exact

one. WM.in this lirnitatio~ the approach does lead to simple solutions suitable for rapid

computation.
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THE UNIVERSITYOF MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND MARINE ENGINEERING

SEAKEEPING PREDICTION PR=RAj4 (SPP-2.1) BY M.G. PARSONS

REFERENCE: RAFF, A. 1., “PROGIW4 SCORES - SHIP STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
IN WAVES”, SHIP STRUCTURES COMMITTEE REPORT SSC-230, 1972

.,

R~ IDENTIFICATION:

INPUT

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

7-

8-

9-

lo-

11-

12-

13-

VERIFICATION:

WATERLINE LENGTH LWL (M) =

VESSEL hpmCENENT (ToNNEs) =

VERTICAL CENTER OF GRAVITY (M) =

ROLL ~IUS OF GY~TION (M) =

FN4CTION OF CRITICAL ROLL DAMPING =

SHIP SPEED (KNOTS) =

SHIP HEADING RELATIvE TO WAVES (DEG) =

WATER TYPE =

ISSC TWO P~TER SPECTRUM EXCITATION

SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT (M) =

CHARACTERISTIC WAVE PERIOD (S) =

LOWER FREQ.INTEGRATION LIMIT (R/S) =

UPPER FREQ.INTEGRATION LIMIT (R/S) =

STA.

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

161.28

8835.5

7*1O

6.95

.1000

20.00

135.00

SZT@15C

7.32

10.90

.26

1.70

BEAM[M] AREA[M*M] DRAFT[M] WEIGHTITJ

.00
4.02
7.98
11.74
15.32
16.73
16.79
16.26
15.23
13.96
12.46

.00
20.26
42.53
61.82
80.08
92.16
89.37
69.52
46.79
24.14
7.45

.00
7.13
7.02
6.89
6.78
6.55
6.42
6.31
6.20
6.08
5.96

300.0
375.6
775.0
926.1
1324.4
1295.7
1320.0
820.1
710.0
688.6
300.0

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN



DEPARTMENT OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND MARINE ENGINEERING

SEAKEEPING PREDICTION PRoGRAM (SPP-2.1) BY M.G. PARSONS

RXFERZNCE: RAFF, A. 1., “PRKRAM SCORES - SHIP STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
IN WAVES”, SHIP STRUCTURES COMMITTEE REPORT SSC-230, 1972

.,:., ... .<..-, .A~,

RUN IDENTIFICATION:

MOTION NATU’RALFREQUENCIES AND PERIODS:

HEAVE NATURAL FREQUENCY

PITCH NAT- FREQUENCY

ROLL NAT- FREQUENCY

ROIL WAVE DAMPING

= 1.120 AAD/s HEAVE NATURAL PERIOD

= 1.152 RAD/S PITCH NATU&3L PERIOD

z .412 RAD/S ROLL NATUML PERIOD

= O.1O3E+O3

= 5.61 SEC.

= 5.45 SEC.

= 15.26 SEC.

ADDED VISCOUS ROM DAMPING = 0.398E+04

SEAKEEPING RESPONSE RESULTS:

SHIP SPEED = 20.0 KNOTS =10.29 M/S
WAVE ANGLE [WITH HEAD SEAS 180 DEG.] =135.0 DEG.
ISSC TWO PfiTER SPECTRUM - SIGN.iEIGHT = 7.32 M CHAR. PERIOD = 10.90 S

NONDIMENSIONAL MOTION RESPONSE:

WAVE

FREQ.
R/S
.260
.340
.420
.500
.580
.660
.740
.820
.900
.980

1.060
1.140
1.220
1.300
1.380
1.460
1.540
1.620
1.700

ENCOUNT. WAVE HEAVE
FREQ .
R/S
.310
.426
.551
.685
.830
.983

1.146
1.319
1.501
1.692
1.894
2.104
2.324
2.554
2.793
3.041
3.299
3.567
3.844

LENGTH AMPL. PHASE
M ND DEG.

911.5 O.1OOE+O1 179.9
533.0 0.999E+O0 179.9
349.3 0.995E+O0 -179.9
246.5 O.1O1E+O1 -179.5
183.2 O.11OE+O1 178.1
141.5 0+129E+01 158.9
112.5 0.923E+O0 109.0
91.6 0.223E+O0 59.0
76.1 0.668E-01 -122.1
64.2 0.929E-01 -156.4
54.8 0.506E-01 -177.0
47.4 0.158E-01 153.6
41.4 0.547E-02 74.7
36.5 0.392E-02 45.9
32.4 0.140E-02 48.6
28.9 0.760E-03 -86.3
26.0 0.158E-02 -99.3
23.5 0.449E-03 -113.2
21.3 0.873E-03 92.0

PITCH ROLL
AMPL. PHAsE AMm . PHASE
ND DEG. ND DEG.

0.723E+O0
0.736E+O0
0.747E+O0
0.747E+O0
0.723E+O0
0.626E+O0
0.349E+O0
0.143E+O0
0.406E-01
0.153B-01
0.132E-01
0.602E-02
0.122E-02
0.453E-03
0.367E-03
0.443E-03
0.135E-03
0.276E-03
0.lllE-03

83.4 0.165E+01 -140.3
78.4 0.427E+01 125.5
71.1 0.142E+01 54.2
60.3 0.768E+O0 37.2
43.8 0.495E+O0 28.1
15.7 0.322E+O0 21.4

-20.9 0.186E+O0 17.1
-47.5 0.833E-01 17.0
-90.8 0.221E-01 43.8
165.3 0.178E-01 134.2
114.1 0.183E-01 150.9
87.5 0.919E-02 155.9
45.5 0.170E-02 -176.8

-55.3 0.812E-03 -74.2
-19.9 0.239E-03 154.0
-8.4 0.362E-03 160.4
-83.1 0.584E-03 -107.1
-172.5 0.494E-03 -139.9
155.0 0.550E-03 109.6

NONDIMENSIONAL MOMENT RESPONSE FOR RUN:
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WAVE ENCOUNT . WAVE VERTICAL MOMENT
FREQ.
R/S

.260

.340

.420

.500

.580

.660

.740

.820

.900

.980
1.060
1.140
1.220
1.300
1.380
1.460
1.540
1.620
1.700

FREQ. LENGTH AMPII. PHASE
R/S
.310
.426
.551
.685
.830
.983

1.146
1.319
1.501
1.692
1.894
2.104
2.324
2.554
2.793
3.041
3.299
3.567
3.844

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE

FREQ
R/S
.260
.340
.420
.500
.580
.660
.740
.820
.900
.980

1.060
1.140
1.220
1.300
1.380
1.460
1.540
1.620
1.700

WAVE AMP.
M

.012
3.654
10.376
9.598
6.500
4.060
2.520
1.594
1.035
.691
.474
.332
.238
.174
.130
.098
.075
.059
.046

M
911.5
533.0
349.3
246.5
183.2
141.5
112.5
91.6
76.1
64.2
54.8
47.4
41.4
36.5
32.4

ND
0.284E-03
0.128E-02
0.329E-02
0.636E-02
0.960E-02
0.113E-01
0.140E-01
0.152E-01
0.145E-01
0.926E-02
0.211E-02
0.323E-02
0.363E-02
0.136E-02
0.699E-03

28.9 0.619E-03
26.0 0.151E-02
23.5 0.457E-03
21.3 0.135E-02

SPECTRA:

HEAVE
M

.012
3.648
10.263
9*757
7.867
6.734
2.146
.080
.005
.006
.001

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

PITcH
DEG.
.001
.904

6.148
11.418
13.135
10.321
3.140
.502
.038
.005
.004
.001

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

RESPONSE AMPLITUDE STATISTICS:

M M DEG.
R.M.s. 1.825 0.000 0.000
AVE. 2.281 .000 .000
SIGNIF. 3.650 3.601 3.821
AVE1/10 4.654 4.591 4.871

DEG.
7.3
2.6
2

-;:7
-7.4
-4.8
5.5
9.0
8.1
-2.3
-37.0
-179.9
163”.2
168.0

-114.0
158.2
104.6
88.2
-91.7

ROLL
DEG.
.005

30.419
22.114
12.086
6.159
2.724
.894
.171
.011
.007
.007
.002

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

DEG.
0.000
.000

4.886
6.229

DESIGN VALUE WITH N=1OOO AND ALPHA=O.01

TRANS. MOMENT
AMPL. PHASE
ND DEG.

0.115E-03 64.5
0.220E-04 27.0
0.722E-03 84.0
0.205E-02 71.1
0.451E-02 64.1
0.754E-02 59.1
0.987E-02 55.8
O.lllE-01 56.3
O.1O3E-O1 58.6
0.759E-02 62.8
0.358E-02 70.4
0.571E-03 143.8
0.127E-02 -135.0
0.629E-03 160.7
0.169E-02 103.3
0.172E-02 105.0
0.778E-03 93.9
0.626E-03 5.6
0.442E-03 -72.0

TORS. MOMENT
AWL ● PHASE
ND DEG.

0.143E-03 -167.4
0.923E-03 119.4
0.572E-03 61.8
0.451E-03 49.6
0.324E-03 32.5
0.217E-03 -18.5
0.355E-03 -74.5
0.563E-03 -91.8
0.641Fj-03 -96.7
0.508E-03 -93.2
0.250E-03 -65.9
0.225E-03 5.8
0.243E-03 24.9
0.120E-03 17.5
0.565E-04 -19.7
0.855E-04 -4.2
0.493E-04 -6.6
0.996E-04 172.2
0.144E-03 121.6

VERT. MOM.
T-M

0.188E+03
0.119E+07
0.224E+08
0.773E+08
0.120E+09
O.1O4E+O9
0.989E+08
0.737E+08
0.431E+08
0.118E+08
0.421E+06
0.692B+06
0.625E+06
0.648E+05
0.126E+05
0.750E+04
0.344E+05
0.245E+04
0.167E+05

T-M
0.316E-37
O.1O5E-41
0.133E+05
0.170E+05
0.319E+05

LAT. MOM.
T-M

0.307E+02
0.352E+03
O.1O8E+O7
0.803E+07
0.264E+08
0.460E+08
0.489E+08
0.390E+08
0.221E+08
0.794E+07
0.121E+07
0.216E+05
0.770E+05
0.138E+05
0.735E+05
0.578EI-05
O.91OE+O4
0.458E+04
0.179E+04

T-M
0.316E-37
0.501EI-04
0.802E+04
O.1O2E+O5
0.192E+05

ToRS. MOM.
T-M

0.478E+02
0.621E+06
0.677E+06
0.390E+06
0.136E+06
0.381E+05
0.633E+05
O.1O1E+O6
0.848E+05
0.355E+05
0.589E+04
0.337E+04
0.281E+04
0.499E+03
0.828E+02
0.143E+03
0.366E+02
0.116E+03
0.191E+03

T-M
0.000E+OO
0.519E+03
0.831E+03
O.1O6E+O4
0.199E+04

“
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USER ‘ S MANUAL FOR CROSS-CORRELATION PROGRN4

(FOR THREE

MANCOR

LOAD COMBINATIONS )

PROGRAMS AND MANUAL WRITTEN BY

MICHAEL C . JUE

FOR

DR ● ALAl% MANSOUR

MANSOUR ENGINEERING,

JULY 20, 1992

INC.
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ABSTW4CT

# This program takes data from complex transfer functions of

loads and calculates

combination formula.

the coefficients used in a simple load

INTRODUCTION

The MANCOR program calculates root mean square values,

correlation coefficients and correlation factors, as well as the

combined stress. The program takes ship motion data in the

complex form of A + Bi for different wave frequencies and

calculates the necessary coefficients for the simplified formula,

STRESSC = CIA~Sl + C2AKC2A~S2 + C3~KC3A~S3

where STRESSC is the combined stress; C’s are conversion factors

which convert rms values to stress units; ll14Sl, RMS2, RMS3 are

RMS moments (or pressures); and KC2, KC3 are the calculated

correlation factors. Note: STRESS1 =

designed to take any three loads which

c1 ● ~sl* MANCOR was

can be vertical moment,

lateral moment, and torsional moment or pressure data. This

program will only run when it is calculating a load combination

from exactly three individual loads. Additionally, the stress

ratios must be greater than 0.1. (i.e. R2=STRESS2/STRBSSl s 0.1

and R3=STRESS3/STRESSl s 0.01)

MANCORmust be run once for each heading, speed, and point
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on the ship (for pressure data or a ship section for moment

data ) . The program can be run with any three loads, but the

conversion factors (Cl, C2, C3) must be adjusted to insure

consistent units. Background information on the theory used in

the computation of the correlation coefficients can be found in

Mansour (1981,1990).

INPUT

I Four datafiles are required to run 14KtlCOR. One datafile is

required for each of the three loads. An additional datafile

with sea spectrum data is also required. The user also inputs

the conversion factors Cl, C2, and C3 at run time.
I

Each load datafile must be in the following form,

VERTICAL BENDING MOMENT
HEADING 45
WAVE
FREQ . A B
.20 .48E+03 .42E+04
.25 .16E+04 . 10E+O5
.30 .43E+04 ●19E+05
.35 . 97E+04 .32E+05
.40 .19E+05 .47E+05

● ☛☛

4 lines of text
F1O.2,2E1O.2

The sea spectrum file must be in this format,

SEA SPECTRA -- GROUP 5
Hi/3 = 14.378 METERS
WAVE AVE.
FREQ ORDINATE
0.2 10.6033
0.25 4.6042
0.3 18.0955
0.35 45.8864
0.4 53.6198
..*
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4 lines of text
F1O*2, F1O.4

Currently, the program is set to accept 34 data points in each

file, if there are more or less data points then you must change

the statement “PARAMETER (NPTS = 34)” accordingly and then re-

compile the program.

The following files are examples which already have the proper

format and are for an ABS tanker with 45 degree seas: VERT45A.DAT,

HORZ45A.DAT, TORS45A.DAT, PRESS45A.DAT.

RUNNING MANCOR

Once all input files have been prepared compile and run

MANCOR. The program will prompt you for the name of each load

file, sea spectrum file, and output file. All character strings

must be input with single quotes (i.e. ‘VEIIT45A.DAT’). It will

also ask you for the values of the conversion coefficients, Cl, C2,

C3 . Input Cl, C2, C3 as real numbers only.

OUTPUT

The output file will contain RMS values for each moment or

pressure (RMS1, RMS2, Rt4S3), stress ratios (R2, R3), conversion

coefficients (Cl, C2, C3), correlation coefficients (RH012, RH013,

RH023), correlation factors (RC2, KC3), and the combined stress

(STRESSC) .

PROGRAMS

Each program is quite simple and can be altered to suit your
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needs. A listing of MANCORis included.

REFERENCES

1. “An Introduction to Structural Reliability Theory”, Mansour,

Alaa E., Ship Structures Committee Report No. SSC-351, 1990.

2. “Combining Extreme Environmental Loads for Reliability-Based

Designs”, HansOur, Alaa E., Proceedings of the Extreme Loads

Response Symposium (SNA14E), Arlington, VA, October 1981.
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* CALCULATES CROSS-CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS ●

* VARIABLES
**********************

* NPTS = NO. OF DIFFERENT FREQ.
* PROGRAM ORIGINALLY WRITTEN FOR V,H,P LATER ADAPTED FOR
● ANY DATA.
* ●V OR +1: vERTIC~ OR FIRST DATA SET

* *H OR *2: HORIZONTAL OR SECOND DATA SET
* *P OR *3: p~ssu~ OR TH1~ DATA SET

* WVFREQ = WAVE FREQ
* RHOVH = VERT. VS. HORIZ. CROSS-CORRELATION COEFF.
* A*,B* : A+Bi
* STEP = FREQ INCREMENT
* INTGRAND = FUNCTION TO BE INTEGRATED
* SEASPEC = SEA SPECTRUM DATA
* NPTS = NUMBER OF DATA
* MS* = ROOT MEAN SQUARJZ
* STRESSC = COMBINED RMS STRESS
* c1,2,3 = CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS
* KC2,3 = CORRELATION COEFF IN SIMPLIFIED FORMULA
* R2,3 = RATION VARIANCE/VARIANCEl
* FILE* = DATA FILES FOR FORCES
* SEAFILE = SEA SPECTRUM FILE
* OUTFILE = OUTPUT FILE
●************************

PROGRAM MANCOR

INTEGER NPTS, ERRCOD
PARAMETER ( NPTS = 34 )

REAL WVFREQ(NPTS), STEP

REAL INTGRAND(NPTS)

REAL AV(NPTS),BV(NPTS)
REAL AH(NPTS),BH(NPTS)
REAL AP(NPTS),BP(NPTS)

REAL RHOVH, RHOVP, RHOHP
REAL SEASPEC(NPTS)
REAL RMSV, RJ4SH, RJ4SP
REAL R2, R3
REAL cl, C2, C3
REAL KC2, KC3
REAL STRESS1, STRESS2, STRESS3, STRESSC
INTEGER QUIT

CHARACTER*15 FILE1, FILE2, FILE3, SEAFILE, OUTFILE
CHARACTER*8O COMMENT

* FUNCTIONS
REAL RHo
EXTERNAL RHO

REAL RMs
EXTERNAL RMS
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* CALCULATES CROSS-CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS ●

* VARIABLES
**********************

* NPTS = NO. OF DIFFERENT FREQ.
* PROGRAM ORIGINALLY WRITTEN FOR V,H,P LATER ADAPTED FOR
* ANY DATA.
* *V OR ●1: ~RTIC~ OR FIRST DATA SET
● *H OR *2: HORIZONT~ OR SECOND DATA SET
* *P OR *3: PRESSURE OR THIRD DATA SET

* WVFRJ3Q = WAVE FREQ
* RHOVH ~ VERT. VS. HORIZ. CROSS-CORRJ3LATION COEFF.
* A*rB* : A+Bi
● STEP = FREQ INCREMENT
* INTGRAND = FUNCTION TO BE INTEGRATED
* SEASPEC = SEA SPECTRUM DATA
* NPTS = NUMBER OF DATA
* MS* = ROOT MEAN SQUARE
* STRESSC = COMBINED RMS STRESS
* C1,2,3 = CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS
* KC2,3 = CORRELATION COEFF IN SIMPLIFIED FORJIULA
● R2,3 = RATION VARIANCE/VARIANCEl
● FILE* = DATA FILES FOR FORCES
* SEAFILE = SEA SPECTRUM FILE
* OUTFILE = OUTPUT FILE
●************************

PROGRAM CALOCOR

INTEGER NPTS, ERRCOD
PARAMETER ( NPTS = 34 )

REAL WVFREQ(NPTS), STEP

REAL INTGRAND(NPTS)

IUZAL AV(NPTS),BV(NPTS)
REAL AH(NPTS),BH(NPTS)
REAL AP(NPTS),BP(NPTS)

REAL RHOVH, RHOVP, RHOHP
REAL SEASPEC(NPTS)
REAL RMSV, RMSH, RMSP
REAL R2, R3
REAL cl, C2, C3
REAL KC2, KC3
REAL STRESS1, STRESS2, STRESS3, STRESSC
INTEGER QUIT

CHARACTER*15 FILE1, FILE2, FILE3, SEAFILE, OUTFILE
CHARACTER*8O COMMENT

* FUNCTIONS
REAL RHO
EXTERNAL RHO

REAL RMs
EXTERNAII RMS

PRINT*, ’THREE LOAD COMBINED STRESS PROGRAM’
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

PRINT*,J WRITTEN BY’
PRINT* ,J MICHAEL JUE~
PRINT*, I {
PRINT*, ~ r
PRINT* ,# JUNE 22, 1992’
PRINT*,J ~
PRINT*, #ARE FORCE OR MOMENT DATA FILES IN THE CORRECT FORFIAT?f
PRINT*,’4 HEADER LINES (A80)’
PRINT*,’WAVE FREQ. ,REAL PART, IMAGINARY PART’
PRINT*,~ F1O.2, E1O.2, E1O.2’
PRINT*, JPRESS 1 TO CONTINUE O TO STOP.’

READ*, QUIT
IF (QUIT .EQ. O) STOP

PRINT*,~ENTER CHARACTER STRINGS WITH QUOTESI
PRINT*,~ (i.e. “VERT45A.DAT”) ‘
PRINT* , ‘NAME OF FIRST DATAFILE: ‘
READ *, FILE1
PRINT* , ‘NAME OF SECOND DATAFILE: ‘
READ *, FILE2
PRINT* , ‘NAME OF THIRD DATAFILE: ‘
READ *, FILE3
PRINT*, ’NAME OF SEA SPECTRUM FILE: ‘
READ* , SEAI?ILE
PRINT* , ‘NAME OF OUTPUT’ FILE: ‘
READ *, OUTFILE
PRINT* , ‘COMMENT LINE: ‘
READ *, COMMENT
PRINT*,’ENTER CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS Cl, C2, C3.J
PRINT* , ‘ENTER A VALUE FOR Cl: ‘
READ*, Cl
PRINT* , ‘ENTER A VALUE FOR C2: ‘
READ*, C2
PRINT* , ‘ENTER A VALUE FOR C3: ‘
READ*, C3
FILE1 = ‘VERT45A.DAT~
FILE2 = /HoRz45A.DATJ
FILE3 = fToRs45A.DAT~
SEAFILE = ‘SEASPEC.DAT’
COMMENT = ’45 DEG’
cl = 1.
C2 = 1.
C3 = 1.

0PEN(6,FILE=OUTFILE ,FORM=’FORMATTED ‘,STATUS=INEW ‘,
IOSTAT=ERRCOD ,ERR=1OOO)

* GET DATA *
CALL GETSEA(NPTS, SEAFILE, SEASPEC, WVFREQ)

* GET PRESSURE FIRST BECAUSE FREQ IS ENCOUNTER FREQ. NOT WAVE FREQ
CALL
CALL
CALL

* CALCULATE
RMsv
RMSH

GETRAO(NPTS, FILE3, API BP,STEP, WVFREQ)
GETRAO(NPTS, FILE1, AV, BV, STEP, WVFREQ)
GETFLAO(NPTS, FILE2, AH, BH, STEP, WVFREQ)

RMS AND R#S
= RMS(NPTS,AV, BV, SEASPEC, STEP,INTGRAND)
= RMS(NPTS,AH, BH, SEASPEC, STEP,INTGRAND)
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RMSP = RMS(NPTS, AP, BP, SEASPEC, STEP, INTGRAND)

* CALCULATE CROSS COEFF *
RHOVH = RHO(NPTS, RMSV, IU4SH,AV,BV,AH, BH,SEASPEC,

cSTEP ,INTGR7WD)
RHOVP = RHO(NPTS,RMSV,RMSP,AV,BV,AP,BP, SEASPEC,

cSTEP,INTGRAND )
RHOHP = RHO(NPTS,RMSH,RMSP,AH,BH,AP,BP, SEASPEC,

cSTEP,INTGRAND)

* CALCULATE KC’S
STRESS1 = c1 * ~sv
STRESS2 = C2 * ~SH
STRESS3 = C3 * RMSP

R2 = sTREss2/sTREssl
R3 = STRESS3/STRESSl

CALL CALCKC(R2, R3, RHOVH, RHOVP, RHOHP, KC2, KC3)

**********

* CALCULATE COMBINED STRESS USING
* STRESSC = STRESS1 + KC2*STRESS2 + KC3*STRESS3
***********

STRESSC = STRESS1 + KC2*STRESS2 + KC3.*STRESS3

* WRITE TO OUTPUT FILE
WRITE(6,’(3A15)’) ‘FILEI’, ’FILE2’,’FILE3’
WRITE(6,’(3A15)’) FILE1, FILE2, FILE3
WRITE(6,’(A80)’) COMMENT,..
WRITE(6,’(3A15)’) ‘C1’,’C2’,’C3’
WRITE(6, J(3E15.4)~) Cl, C2, C3
WRITE(6,’(3A15)’) ‘RMSI’, ’RMS2’,’RMS3’
WRITE(6, ’(3E15.4)’) RMSV,RMSH,RMSP
WRITE(6,’(3A15)’) ‘STRESS1’ ,‘STRESS2’ ,‘STRESS3’
WRITE(6, ’(3E15.4)’) STRESS1, STRESS2, STRESS3
WRITE(6,J(3A15) ‘)’RH012’, ’RH013’,’RH023 ‘
WRITE(6, ~(3E15.4)’) RHOVH,RHOVP,RHOHP
WRITE(6, J(2A15)’) ‘R2’,’R3~
WRITE(6, ’(3E15.4)’) R2,R3
WRITE(6,’(2A15)’) ‘KC2’,’KC3’
WRITE(6, ’(2E15.4)’) KC2,KC3
WRITE(6,*) ‘ ‘
WRITE(6,’(A50) ‘) ‘STRESSC = STRESS1 + KC2*STRESS2 + KC3*STRESS3’
WRITE(6, ’(A15,E15.4)’) ‘COMBINED STRESS’,STRESSC

CLOSE (6)

PRINT*, ’NORW.AL TERMINATION’
STOP

1000 PRINT*, ’PROBLEM OPENING NEW FILE ‘//OUTFILE//’!!’
STOP
END

*************************************************
* FUNCTIONS *
*************************************************
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REAL FUNCTION RHO(NPTS, FU4S1,RMS2, A1,B1,A2,B2,
cSEASPEC, STEP, INTGRAND)

**********

* INTGRAND = FUNCTION TO BE INTEGRATED
* INTEGRAL = INTEGRATED FUNCTION
* RMs = ROOT MEAN SQUARE
*********

INTEGER I, NPTS
REAL A1(NPTS), B1(NPTS), A2(NPTS), B2(NPTS)
REAL SEASPEC(NPTS)
REAL INTGRAND(NPTS)
REAL STEP,RMS1,RMS2

REAL SIN
INTRINSIC SIN

REAL COS
INTRINSIC COS

REAL INTGRATE

INTGRATE = O.

* DO INTEGRAL PART
*** INTEGRAND = (Al + i Bl) *(A2 - i B2) * SEASPEC ●**
*** = (A1A2 + B1B2 )SEASPEC + IMAGINARY PART
*** TAKE ONLY REAL PART

DO 10 I = 1, NPTS
INTGRAND(I) = (A1(I)*A2 (I) + B1(I)*B2 (I)) ● SEASPEC(I)

10 CONTINUE

* TRAPEZOIDAL RULE INTEGRATION
DO 40 I= 1, NPTS-1

INTGRATE = INTGRATE + (INTGRAND(I)+INTGRAND(I+l) )/2 * STEP
40 CONTINUE

* CALCULATE RHO
RHo = INTGRATE/RMsl/RMs2

RETURN
END

**************************

* ROOT MEAN SQUARE FUNCTION
**************************

REAL FUNCTION RMS(NPTS,A, B, SEASPEC, STEP,INTGRAND)

INTEGER I, NPTS
REAL A(NPTS), B(NPTS), SEASPEC(NPTS), STEP
REAL INTGRAND(NPTS)

REAL SQRT
INTRINSIC SQRT
REAL INTGRATE

INTGRATE = O.

DO 20 I = l,NPTS
INTGRAND(I)= (A(I)*A(I) + B(I)* B(I)) * SEASPEC(I)
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20 CONTINUE

* TRAPEZOIDAL RULE INTEGRATION
DO 40 I= 1, NPTS-1

INTGRATE = INTGRATE + (INTGRAND(I) +INTGRAND(I+l) )/2 * STEP
40 CONTINUE

RMs = SQRT (INTGRATE)

RETURN
END

**************************************************
* SUBROUTINES *
**************************************************

* GETS DATA
* SET UP TO READ 4 LINES OF TEXT BEFORE DATA
*

SUBROUTINE GETRAO(NPTS, INFILE, A, B,FREQSTEP,WVFREQ)

INTEGER NPTS, I, ERRCOD
REAL A(NPTS), B(NPTS), WVFREQ(NPTS)
REAL FREQSTEP
CHARACTER*8O TITLE
CHARACTER*15 INFILE

PRINT*, ’OPENING INFILE ‘//INFILE

0PEN(5,FILE=INFILE, FORM=’FORMATTED’, STATUS=’OLD’,
+ IOSTAT=ERRCOD, ERR=2000)

* READ 4 LINE TEXT HEADER
DO 10 I = 1,4

c PRINT*, JREADING HEADER’
READ(5,’(A80)’) TITLE

10 CONTINUE

* READ DATA
DO 20 I = l,NPTS

READ(5,1OOO) WVFREQ(I),A(I),B(I)
20 CONTINUE

* FREQSTEP TO BE USED LATER IN NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
FREQSTEP = WVFREQ(2) - WVFREQ(l)

Clooo FORMAT (F1o.2, E1O.3, F1O.1)
1000 FORMAT (F1O.2, E1O.2, E1O.2)

CLOSE (5)
RETURN

2000 PRINT *, ‘PROBLEM OPENING ‘//INFILE
STOP
END

*****************************************

SUBROUTINE GETSEA(NPTS, INFILE, SEASPEC, WFREQ)

INTEGER NPTS, I, ERRCOD
REAL WVFREQ(NPTS), SEASPEC(NPTS)
CHARACTER*8O TITLE
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CHARACTER*15 INFILE

PRINT*,’OPENING INFILE ‘//INFILE

0PEN(5,FILE=INFILE, FORM=’FORMATTED’, STATUS=JOLD~,
+ IOSTAT=ERRCOD, ERR=2000)

* READ 4 LINE TEXT HEADER
DO 10 I = 1,4

c PRINT*, ~READING HEADER’
READ(5,J(A80)C) TITLE

10 CONTINUE

* READ DATA
DO 20 I = l,NPTS

READ(5,1OOO) WVFREQ(I),SEASPEC(I)
20 CONTINUE

1000 FORMAT (F1O.2, F1O.4)

CLOSE (5)
RETURN

2000 PRINT *, ‘PROBLEM OPENING ‘//INFILE
STOP
END

******************************************
C* THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A COMBINED *
C* STRESS VALUE FROM THREE STRESSES *
******************************************
* SIGMAC=A1*SIGMA1 + A2*KC2*SIGMA2 + *
* -tA3*KC3*SIGMA3 *
* VARIABLES:
* AI,A2,A3 = CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS
* KC2, KC3 = CORRELATION COEFF.
* R2 = SIGMA2/SIGMAl
* R3 = SIGMA3/SIGMAl
* RHO = CROSS CORRELATION COEFF.
******************************************
**k****************************************************

SUBROUTINE CALCKC(R2,R3,RH012,RH013 ,RH023, KC2,KC3)

REAL KC2, KC3, R2, R3
REAL RH012, RH013, RH023
REAL SIGMAC2, SIGMAC3
REAL SQRT
INTRINSIC SQRT

SIGMAC2 = SQRT(l.O + (1./R2)**2 + (R3/R2)**2
c + 2.0*RHO12/R2 + 2.0*RHO13*R3/(R2**2)
c + 2.0*~023*R3/R2)

SIGMAC3 = SQRT(l.O + (1./R3)**2 + (R2/R3)**2
c + 2.0*RHO12*R2/(R3**2) + 2.0*RHO13/R3
c + 2.0*RH023*R2/R3)

KC2 = (SIGMAC2 + 1.0 - (R3+l.)/R2)/2. O
KC3 = (SIGMAC3 + 1.0 - (R2+l.)/R3)/2. O
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RETURN
END

********************************
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.- VERTICAL BENDING MOMENT

HEADING 45
WAVE
FREQ . A

.20 .48E+O? .42E+04

.25 .16E+04 .1OE+O5

.30 .43E+04 .19E+05

.35 .97E+04 .32E+05

.40 .19E+05 .47E+05

.45 .31E+05 .61E+05

.50 .47E+05 .72E+05

.55 .62E+05 .74E+05

.60 .73E+05 .65E+05

.65 .76E+05 .45E+05

.70 .66E+05 .17E+05

.75 .44E+05 -.1OE+O5

.80 .15E+05 -.28E+05

.85 -.93E+04 -.31E+05

.90 -.20E+05 -.19E+05

.95 -.13E+05 -.15E+04
1.00 .34E+04 .86E+04
1.05 .13E+05 .56E+04
1.10 .72E+04 -.43E+04
1.15 -.59E+04 -.83E+04
1.20 -.93E+04 -.19E+04
1.25 .45E+03 .47E+04
1.30 . 73E+04 . 19E+04
1.35 . 13E+04 -.29E+04
1.40 -.43E+04 . 68E+03
1.45 .78E+03 .42E+04
1.50 .28E+04 -.15E+04
1.55 -.27E+04 -.34E+04
1.60 . 94E+03 .34E+04
1.65 .53E+04 .20E+04
1.70 -.50E+04 -.28E+04
1.75 -.35E+04 . 88E+03
1.80 .74E+04 -.11E+04
1.85 -.28E+04 -.57E+02

.. .



HORIZONTAL BENDING MOMENT
HEADING 45

WAVE
FREQ A B

.20 .67E+03 -.25E+03

.25 .16E+04 -.64E+03

.30 .36E+04 -.14E+04

.35 .75E+04 -.25E+04

.40 .14E+05 -.39E+04

.45 .24E+05 -.54E+04

.50 .36E+05 -.65E+04

.55 .48E+05 -.64E+04

.60 .54E+05 -.47E+04

.65 .51E+05 -.21E+04

.70 .38E+05 -.19E+03

.75 .17E+05 .18E+03

.80 -.38E+04 -.10E+04

.85 -.13E+05 -.34E+04

.90 -.90E+04 -.40E+04

.95 .31E+04 -.24E+04
1.00 .13E+05 .13E+04
1.05 .96E+04 .46E+04
1.10 -.25E+04 .91E+03
1.15 -.84E+04 -.47E+04
1.20 -.22E+04 -.36E+04
1.25 .58E+04 .31E+04
1.30 .43E+04 .45E+04
1.35 -.31E+04 -.15E+04
1.40 -.45E+04 -.31E+04
1.45 .1OE+O4 .23E+04
1.50 .27E+04 .18E+04
1.55 -.12E+04 -.31E+04
1.60 -.82E+03 .12E+04
1.65 .15E+04 .44E+04
1.70 -.30E+04 -.41E+04
1.75 -.39E+03 -.36E+04
1.80 .65E+04 .50E+04
1.85 -.44E+04 .13E+04
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.,.’~,
,,< PRESSURE DATA

HEADING 45
WAVE

I FRXQ A B
.19 .87E+O0
.23 .15E+01
.27 .24E+01
.31 .37E+01
.34 .53E+01
.38 .74E+01
.41 .98E+01
.44 .12E+02
.47 .15E+02
.50 .18E+02
.52 .20E+02
.55 .20E+02
.57 .17E+02
.59 .1OE+O2
.61 .10E+O1
.62 -.57E+01
.64 -.1 OE+O2
.65 -.21E+02
.66 -.30E+02
.67 -.34E+02
.68 -.35E+02
.68 -.35E+02
.69 -.32E+02
.69 -.23E+02
.69 -.72E+01
.69 .11E+02
.68 .28E+02
.68 .42E+02
.67 .51E+02
.66 .49E+02
.65 .34E+02
.64 .94E+01
.62 -.19E+02
.61 -.46E+02

-.91E-01
-.17E+O0
-.27E+O0
-.38E+O0
-.50E+O0
-.71E+O0
-.llE+O1
-.20E+01
-.36E+01
-.59E+01
-.91E+01
-.13E+02
-.17E+02
-.23E+02
-.30E+02
-.36E+02
-.32E+02
-.23E+02
-.17E+02
-.11E+02
-.73E+O0
.12E+02
.25E+02
.36E+02
.42E+02
.44E+02
.38E+02
.23E+02
.27E+01

-.20E+02
-.42E+02
-.56E+02
-.56E+02
-.39E+02

D-17



TORSIONAL BENDING MOMENT
,’ HEADING 45

WAVE
FREQ A B

.20 .89E+02 -.57E+03

.25 .20E+03 -.13E+04

.30 .42E+03 -.26E+04
●35 .81E+03 -.46E+04
.40 .14E+04 -.71E+04
.45 .23E+04 -.1OE+O5
.50 .33E+04 -.13E+05
.55 .41E+04 -.16E+05
.60 .42E+04 -.18E+05
.65 .31E+04 -.18E+05
.70 .63E+03 -.16E+05
.75 -.26E+04 -.12E+05
.80 -.51E+04 -.68E+04
.85 -.55E+04 -.23E+04
.90 -.38E+04 .57E+03
.95 -.16E+04 .75E+03

1.00 .91E+02 -.18E+04
1.05 .15E+04 -.36E+04
1.10 .71E+03 -.22E+04
1.15 -.13E+04 .50E+02
1.20 -.16E+04 .80E+03
1.25 .15E+03 .16E+03
1.30 .15E+04 -.25E+03
1.35 .62E+03 .15E+03
1.40 -.70E+03 .42E+03 ‘
1.45 -.24E+03 .10E+03
1.50 .92E+03 -.49E+02
1.55 .38E+03 .19E+03
1.60 -.70E+03 .14E+03
1.65 -.45E+02 -.24E+03
1.70 .68E+03 -.12E+03
1.75 -.19E+03 .42E+03
1.80 -.23E+03 -.26E+02
1.85 .18E+03 -.51E+03
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FILE1 FILE2 FILE3
VERT45A.DAT HORZ45A.DAT PRESS45A.DAT
45 DEG, NOTE C3

cl C2 C3
.1OOOE+O1 .1OOOE+O1 .1OOOE+O4

RMsl RHS2 RMS3
.2078E+06 .8806E+05 .5211E+02
STRESS1 STRESS2 STRESS3

.2078E+06 .8806E+05 .5211E+05
RH012 RH013 RH023

.4277E+O0 .2724E+O0 .5161E+O0
R2 R3

.4237E-I-00 .2507E+O0
KC2 KC3

.6296E+O0 .3741E+O0

STRESSC = STRESS1 + KC2*STRESS2 + KC3*STRESS3
COMBINED STRESS .2828E+06

D-19
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